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2017 ELECTED TOWN OFFICERS & OFFICIALS TOWN OFFICERS 
Selectmen, Assessor and Overseers of the Poor  
(3-year term) 
Roland C. LePage Jr. Term expires March 2020 
Joanne L. Andrews Term expires March 2018 
John M. Medici Term expires March 2019 
                                TOWN OFFICIALS 
Town Clerk  
(3-year term) 
Judith V. LePage Term expires March 2018 
Tax Collector  
(3-year term) 
Judith V. LePage Term expires March 2018 
Treasurer  
(3-year term) 
Laura L. May Term expires March 2018 
Road Commissioner  
(2-year term) 
Robert C. Richardson Term expires March 2019 
Directors RSU #57  
(3-year term) 
Anthony T. Brunton Term expires March 2018 
Dominic P. Vermette Term expires March 2019 
Anastasia E. Ferguson Term expires March 2020 
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Trustees of Limerick Sewerage District  
(3-year term) 
Russell W. Nutting Term expires March 2018 
Glen Wagner Term expires March 2019 
Christopher M. St.Saviour Term expires March 2020 
 
Trustees of Limerick Water District  
(3-year term) 
Russell W. Nutting Term expires March 2018 
Glen Wagner Term expires March 2019 
Christopher M. St.Saviour Term expires March 2020 
Planning Board  
(3-year term) 
Dorothy M. Richard Term expires March 2018 
Barbara J. Fifield Term expires March 2018 
Edward Morgan Term expires March 2019 
Aaron R. Carroll Term expires March 2020 
Wendy A. Farrand Term expires March 2020 
Library Trustees  
(3-year term) 
Catherine E. Salerno Term expires March 2018 
Jennifer R. Morrell Term expires March 2019 
Danae C. Secunde Term expires March 2019 
Stacey E.B. Dudley Term expires March 2020 
Thomas Logan Term expires March 2020 
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Budget Committee  
(3-year term) 
Denise L. Benton Term expires March 2018 
Stephen A. Mclean Term expires March 2018 
Gilbert Harris Term expires March 2019 
William Jones Term expires March 2019 
                                    Howard Burnham                       Term expires March 2019 
Edward Morgan Term expires March 2020 
Justin Reinhardt Term expires March 2020 
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                          2017 APPOINTED TOWN OFFICIALS 
 
Animal Control Officer     Wade E. Andrews 
 
Board of Appeals      Michael P. Carroll 
        David R. Coleman 
        Stephen A. McLean 
        Bradford B. Libby 
        Kathy L. Ward 
 
Business Park      Leo D. Allaire 
        Anthony R. Carroll 
        Michael P. Carroll 
        Stephen A. McLean 
        Gerald A. Provencher 
        Martha E. Smith 
 
Building Inspector      Michael A. Gilpatrick 
Building Inspector – Alternate    Ronald D. Phinney 
 
Cemetery Committee     Raymond D. Bishop 
        Stephen A. Foglio 
        Gerald A. Provencher 
        Laura M. Thyng 
        Michael D. Ward 
 
Code Enforcement Officer     Michael A. Gilpatrick 
Code Enforcement Officer – Alternate   Ronald D. Phinney 
 
Code Enforcement Officer 
Shore land       Michael A. Gilpatrick 
Code Enforcement Officer 
Shore land – Alternate     Ronald D. Phinney 
 
Comprehensive Plan Committee                                         Joanne L. Andrews 
                                                                                                Ilene R. Dashner 
                                                                                                Laura L. May 
                                                                                                Dorothy M. Richard 
 
Constables       Robert B. Brawn 
        Antonio Nappi Jr. 
 
E911 Addressing Officer     Michael A. Gilpatrick 
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EMA Director      Michael D. Ward 
EMA Director – Deputy     Raymond D. Bishop 
 
Chief of Fire Department                           Michael E. McLean 
Assistant Chief-Fire operations    Jason S. Johnson 
                  
Fire Captain       Nicholas J. Pellegrino 
 
Fire Lieutenants      Robert W. Fossett 
        Timothy Smarrella 
        Derek C. Welch 
 
Fire Department Secretary/Treasurer   Brian J. Saulnier 
 
Assistant Chief-EMS Operations                                        Peter R. Proctor 
 
EMS Captain                                                                        Brian J. Saulnier 
 
Fire Wardens      Robert W. Fossett 
        Jason S. Johnson 
        Richard E. McGlincey 
        Michael D. McLean 
        Stephen A. McLean 
        Charles A. Pellegrino  
        Nicholas J. Pellegrino 
                                                                                                Peter R. Proctor 
                                                                                                Brian J. Saulnier 
                                                                                                Timothy Smarrella 
        Howard M. Smith 
        Derek C. Welch 
 
GA Processors      Tawny L. L. Mann 
        John M. Medici 
 
Handicapped Accessibility Committee                         Gail E. Libby 
        Martha E. Hamilton-Smith 
        Michael D. Ward 
              
Health Officer      Michael A. Gilpatrick 
 
Lake Arrowhead Advisory Committee   Joanne L. Andrews 
        Martha E. Hamilton-Smith 
        Victor E. Wakefield    
        
Plumbing Inspector      Michael A. Gilpatrick 
Plumbing Inspector – Alternate    Ronald D. Phinney-Alternate 
 
 
Public Access Officer     Tawny L. L. Mann 
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Public Access Officer                                                            Laura L. May 
 
Recreation Director      Lisa L. LePage 
 
Registrar of Voters      Judith V. LePage 
Registrar of Voters – Deputy    Deedee L. Tibbetts 
 
Saco River Cable TV Representative   Deedee L. Tibbetts 
Saco River Cable TV Representative – Alternate  Tawny L.L. Mann 
 
Saco River Corridor Commissioner   Toni Carros 
 
Southern Maine Regional Planning Commission  Joanne L. Andrews 
        Dorothy M. Richard 
 
Tibbetts Park Committee     Joanne L. Andrews 
        Ilene R. Dashner 
        Shirley D. Keller 
        Robert C. Richardson Sr. 
 
Tibbetts Park Veterans Memorial Revitalization  
Sub – Committee                                                                  Denise L. Benton 
                                                                                               Anthony R. Carroll 
                                                                                               Barbara A. Carroll 
                                                                                               Michael P. Carroll 
                                                                                               Vicki L. Carroll 
                                                                                               Janice B. Day 
                                                                                               Stephen A. Foglio 
                                                                                               Lisa L. LePage 
                                                                                               Gerald A. Provencher 
                                                                                               John A. Smith 
                                                                                               H. William Stitson    
           
Tree Warden       Aaron R. Carroll 
 
Tax Collector – Deputy     Deedee L. Tibbetts 
                                                                                                Laura L. May 
 
Town Clerk – Deputy     Deedee L. Tibbetts 
                                                                                                Laura L. May 
 
Treasurer – Deputy      Deedee L. Tibbetts 
                                                                                                Judith V. LePage 
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 WARRANT  2018 
  
 York, ss. 
 STATE OF MAINE 
 To: Antonio Nappi, Jr., Constable for the Town of Limerick in the Said County: 
  
 GREETINGS: 
  
Article 1:   To choose a moderator to preside at said meeting. 
  
Article 2:   To elect by secret ballot, Three Selectman, Assessor and Overseer of the Poor for a term of  three years, One 
Treasurer for a term of three years, One Tax Collector for a term of 3 years, One Town Clerk for a term of three 
years, One Director RSU# 57 for a term of three years (as provided in title 30, M.R.S.  A Section 2061), Two 
Planning Board Members for a term of three years,  One Planning Board member for one year term.  One trustee 
of the Limerick Sewerage District for a term of three years, One Trustee of the Limerick Water District for a 
term of three years, One Library Trustee for a term of three years, Two Budget Committee Member's for a term 
of three year's.  The polls for the election of officers, as herein before specified, will be opened at eight o'clock in 
the forenoon and close at eight o'clock in the evening Friday March 09, 2018.  The votes shall be counted and 
results announced; the meeting will be adjourned until 9:30 a.m. on Saturday, March 10, 2018. 
  
Article 3:   Shall an ordinance entitled 2018 Amendments to the Town of Limerick Zoning Ordinance to Prohibit Retail 
Marijuana use be enacted? 
 A copy of the proposed ordinance is available at the Town Clerk's Office 
 (Note:  This ordinance does not include rules or regulations pertaining to the growing or distribution of Medical 
Marijuana; it also does not regulate personal use or growing as allowed by state law). 
  
Article 4:   Shall an ordinance entitled Large Scale Water Extraction Ordinance (LSWE) be enacted? 
 A copy of the proposed ordinance is available at the Town Clerk's Office 
  
Article 5:   Shall an ordinance entitled 2018 Amendments to the Town of Limerick Zoning Ordinance Regarding Agronomy 
be enacted? 
 A copy of the proposed ordinance is available at the Town Clerk's Office 
 Farming to be designated P-6 in the Business Zone, add #6 Key for Land Use Chart stating Agronomy Permitted 
and add the following definition:  Agronomy is the science and technology of producing and using plants for 
food, fuel, fiber and land reclamation. 
  
Article 6:   Shall an ordinance entitled 2018 Amendments to the Town of Limerick's "Shore land" Zoning Ordinance be 
enacted? 
 (A copy of the proposed ordinance is available at the Town Clerk's Office). 
  
Article 7:   To see if the town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to transfer $800,000.00 from the unassigned 
(undesignated) fund  to the Fire Station Capital Project Reserve Account for the construction of the future Town 
of Limerick's Fire Station. 
 Selectmen and Budget Committee  recommend a Yes Vote 
  
Article 8:    To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate $500.00 for American Red Cross. 
 Selectmen and Budget Committee  recommend a Yes Vote 
  
Article 9:   To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate $500.00 for York County Community Action. 
 Selectmen and Budget Committee  recommend a Yes Vote 
  
Article 10:   To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate $500.00 for Maine Health Care at Home formerly Visiting 
Nurses 
 Selectmen and Budget Committee  recommend a Yes Vote 
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Article 11:  To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate $1,000.00 for St. Matthew's Food Pantry. 
 Selectmen and Budget Committee  recommend a Yes Vote 
  
Article 12:   To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate $300.00 toward the support of the Saco River Corridor 
Commission for the continued water quality monitoring program in the town, as requested by the commission. 
 Selectmen and Budget Committee  recommend  a Yes Vote 
  
Article 13:    To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate $3,000.00 for the Lake Arrowhead Conservation 
Committee to expend on milfoil control in Lake Arrowhead as requested by LACC. 
 Selectmen and Budget Committee  recommend a Yes Vote  
  
Article 14:   To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate $3,000.00 for monitoring boats going in and out at the 
Sokokis Lake  state public Boat Ramp on week-ends from Memorial Day to Labor Day. 
 Selectmen and Budget Committee  recommend a Yes Vote 
  
Article 15:    To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate $500.00 for Southern Maine Area on Aging. 
Selectmen and Budget Committee  recommend a Yes Vote 
   
Article 16 :   To see if the town will vote and authorize the Selectmen to sell and dispose of Town owned lots (with or 
without buildings) with terms and conditions that are in the best interest of the town and apply those proceeds to 
the Capital Project Reserve Account after all taxes and costs have been paid on each parcel. 
 Selectmen and  Budget Committee recommend: a Yes Vote  
  
Article 17 :    To see if the town will vote to appropriate all money received from Snowmobile registrations from the State of 
Maine, for the Limerick Snowmobile Club, for the purpose of maintaining their snowmobile trails open for use 
by the public. 
 Selectmen and  Budget Committee recommend: a Yes Vote  
  
Article 18:    Shall the Town of Limerick vote to accept from White-Tibbetts American Legion Post Number 55 a deed for 
Lot 2 on Map 30 of the Town of Limerick Tax Maps being more fully described in a deed from Arthur L. Hayes 
to the Legion dated February 3, 1958 and recorded in the Registry of Deeds in Book 1407 Page 565; sometimes 
referred to as the "Honeysuckle Creamery Lot". 
 Said lot is subject to the following restrictions: 
   1.  The property to be used to honor Men and Women who served honorable in the United State Military. 
   2.  No right of way and/or easement ever be granted or deeded to pass over this parcel of land to access 
property located to the south of this lot. 
 Further reference to the above deed may be made by checking record in Book 663 Page 89, Mary A. Hayes to 
Arthur L. Hayes dated August 31, 1918. 
 Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend a yes Vote. 
  
Article 19:   To see if the town will vote to lease a 300' parcel of town-owned property, in addition to the 175' x 200', 
currently leased, being a portion of the property identified on Town Tax Map 38, Lot 180 to the Route 11 
Streakers Snowmobile Club. 
 Selectmen recommend:   a Yes Vote Budget Committee: no recommendation 
Article 20:   To see if the town will vote to: 
 A. Fix a date of commitment of September 1, 2018 with taxes due payable 60 days thereafter, and to 
see if the town will fix a rate of 8% to be charged on taxes and tax liens, unpaid after said due date. 
 B. Authorize the Selectmen, on behalf of the town, to sell, and dispose of any real estate acquired by 
the town for nonpayment of taxes thereon, or acquired by any other means, sale or sales to be by 
public auction, advertised in advance in weekly publication and by posting notices in three 
conspicuous places in town at least thirty (30) days prior to the sale or sales, and to execute 
municipal quit claim deeds for such property except that the Selectmen may without auction or 
advertisement, sell to the person or persons to whom a property was taxed at the time the property 
was acquired by the town or to their successors or assigns, such property for the amount of the 
accrued taxes, interest and cost and to execute and deliver therefore a municipal quit claim deed for 
such property. 
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 C. Authorize the Selectmen on behalf of the town, to sell and dispose of any personal estate acquired 
by the town. 
 D. Authorize the Selectmen to purchase bonding security for the town officers in cases so required by 
law. 
 E. Authorize the Selectmen to appoint all necessary town officials for ensuing year. 
 F.  Authorize the Selectmen, at their discretion, to accept any lots deeded to the town. 
 G. Authorize the Selectmen to make town buildings available for use by Limerick residents. 
 H. Authorize the Selectmen to accept and expend any fees, grant monies, donations or 
reimbursements received. 
 I. To see if the town will vote to authorize the tax collector or treasurer to accept prepayments of 
taxes not yet committed pursuant to 36  M.R.S.A. § 506. 
 J. Authorize the Board of Selectmen to spend an amount not to exceed 3/12th of the annual budget 
during the period from January 1, 2019 to the annual town meeting held in March of 2019.  
 K. Authorize the Board of Selectmen to sell, and dispose of town-owned lots within Lake Arrowhead Community, 
Inc. to abutters of such lots on terms and conditions that are in the best interest of the Town.  
 L. Authorize the Selectmen to enter into contracts for the term of one year in the best interest of the town. 
 M.  Authorize the Board of Selectmen to pay tax abatements and any applicable interest from overlay generated 
through tax commitment. 
 Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend:   a Yes Vote 
  
Article 21: To see what sum the town will vote to raise and/or appropriate to pay tax abatements and applicable interest 
granted during this fiscal year.   
 Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend: $10,000.00 
  
Article 22:  To see if the town will vote to appropriate estimated revenues from Excise, Fees, Urban Rural Improvement 
Program, Department Revenues and Undesignated Funds to reduce the 2018 Tax Commitment.                             
 Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend: $741,400.00 
  
Article 23:  To see if the town will vote to transfer $100,000.00 from the Undesignated Account to the Capital Project 
Reserve Account. 
 Selectmen and Budget Committee  recommend a Yes Vote 
  
Article 24:   To see what sum the town will vote to raise and appropriate to pay stipends and wages, including Medicare, and 
social security costs, for its municipal officers and support staff. 
 Selectmen and  Budget Committee recommend: $87,463.00 
  
Article 25:  To see what sum the town will vote to raise and appropriate to pay eligible employees $5,000 each in lieu of 
Employer Sponsored Health Insurance with evidence of Primary Health Insurance to be paid monthly through 
payroll. 
 Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend:  $48,443.00 
  
Article 26:   To see if the town will vote to transfer $20,606.00 from undesignated to fund reimbursements for the QSE HRA 
(Qualified Small Employer Health Reimbursement Arrangement) payable up to 60 days of 2018.  
 Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend: $20,606.00 
  
Article 27:   To see what sum the town will vote to raise and appropriate for updating tax assessing, tax map revision 
services and in house assessing. 
 Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend: $47,964.00 
  
Article 28:  To see what sum the town will vote to raise and appropriate for all costs and expenses of professional fees and 
services, including but not limited to, bonding, auditing, liability insurance, computer support and legal expenses. 
 Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend:  $62,304.00 
  
Article 29:   To see what sum the town will vote to raise and appropriate for the Administrative costs account. 
 Selectmen and  Budget Committee recommend: $22,400.00                    
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Article 30:  To see what sum the town will vote to raise and appropriate for support of the poor.  
 Selectmen  and  Budget Committee recommend:  $ 10,000.00 
  
Article 31:     To see what sum the town will vote to raise and appropriate for Workers Compensation Insurance and state 
unemployment taxes.  
 
 Selectmen and  Budget Committee recommend: $ 21,565.00 
Article 32:    To see what sum the town will vote to raise and appropriate for Code Enforcement Officer and office support. 
 Selectmen and  Budget Committee recommend: $59,502.00 
  
Article 33:   To see what sum the town will vote to raise and appropriate for the salary of the Town Treasurer, office 
supplies, computer software and office equipment. 
 Selectmen recommend:  $43,643.00 Budget Committee recommend:  $42,792.84 
  
Article 34:   To see what sum the town will vote to raise and appropriate for the salaries of the Town Clerk/Tax Collector, 
office supplies, computer software and office equipment. 
 Selectman recommend: $53,752.00 Budget Committee recommend: $52,225.00 
  
Article 35:   To see what sum the town will vote to raise and appropriate for the salary and training of the Deputy Town 
Clerk/Tax Collector and Deputy Treasurer. 
 Selectmen recommend: $31,467.00  Budget committee : No Recommendation 
  
Article 36:   To see what sum the town will vote to raise and appropriate for all costs and expenses pertaining to local, state 
and federal elections. 
 Selectmen recommend: $7,798.00 Budget Committee recommend:  $9,800.00 
  
Article 37:   To see what sum the town will vote to raise and appropriate for the Board of Appeals. 
 Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend: $1,500.00 
  
Article 38:   To see what sum the town will vote to raise and appropriate for the administrative use of the Limerick Planning 
Board, including but not limited to, such expenditures as meeting and site walk stipends, advertising, typing, 
supplies and consulting services on such projects as Shore land Zoning and updating of the Limerick Zoning 
Ordinance. 
 Selectmen recommend: $13,520.00 Budget Committee recommend: $13,020.00 
  
Article 39:   To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate $17,000.00 to update the town's current Comprehensive 
Plan by Southern Maine Regional Planning and Development Commission. (Draft copies of Comprehensive Plan 
update scope of services are available at the town office). 
 Selectmen and Budget Committee  recommend: $17,000.00 
  
Article 40:   To see what sum town will raise and appropriate for Tree Warden for the removal of dangerous trees. 
 Selectmen recommend: $2,000.00 Budget committee recommendation:  $4,500.00 
  
Article 41:   To see what sum the town will vote to raise and appropriate for the repair and rebuilding of highways, bridges 
and for cutting of trees, bushes and shrubs. 
 Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend:  $170,000.00 
  
Article 42:   To see what sum the town will vote to raise and appropriate for tarring roads. 
 Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend:  $200,000.00 
  
Article 43:   To see what sum the town will vote to raise and appropriate for the plowing, sanding, salting and removal of 
snow from town-ways.  
 Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend: $340,000.00 
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Article 44:   To see what sum the town will vote to raise and appropriate for plowing snow and sanding of town owned 
properties.   
 Selectmen and Budget recommend:   $44,635.00 
  
Article 45:   To see what sum the town will vote to raise and appropriate for removal of snow from sidewalks, snow-banks, 
and intersections on Main Street. 
 Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend: $8,000.00 
  
Article 46:   To see what sum the town will vote to raise and appropriate for removal of snow from sidewalks, snow-banks, 
and intersections on Washington Street. 
 Selectmen recommend: $9,375.00  Budget Committee: No Recommend  
  
Article 47:   To see what sum the town will vote to raise and appropriate for operating traffic signals and street lighting 
services. 
 Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend:  $22,000.00 
  
Article 48:   To see what sum the town will vote to raise and appropriate for the annual payment (15 of 15) to the Maine 
Bond Bank for the sewer reconstruction done on Maple Street. 
 Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend: $10,142.00 
  
Article 49:   To see what sum the town will vote to raise and appropriate for door to door pickup by contract, transportation 
and handling for municipal solid waste disposal. 
 Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend:  $95,000.00 
  
Article 50:   To see if the town will authorize the Selectmen to enter into a 3 year contract for door to door pick up.   
 Selectmen and Budget Committee  recommend a Yes Vote 
  
Article 51:  To see if the town will authorize the Selectmen to enter into a 10 year contract for Eco Maine Household Waste 
tipping fees.  
 Selectmen and Budget Committee  recommend a Yes Vote 
  
Article 52:   To see what sum the town will vote to raise and appropriate for tipping fees for Municipal Solid Waste. 
(Contract Expires 2018) 
 Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend: $95,175.00 
  
Article 53:   To see what sum the town will vote to raise and appropriate for the operation of Limerick Transfer and 
Recycling Center. 
 Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend: $94,613.00 
  
Article 54:   To see if the Town  will vote to authorize the Selectmen to carry $25,000.00 from 2017 warrant article, 
unexpended, and transfer additional  $17,500.00 from the Capital Project Reserve account  for an addition to the 
universal electronic waste building at the transfer station  per specifications including insulation and bathroom 
with electricity and plumbing, pump, septic system,(well donated).  
 Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend:   a Yes Vote 
  
Article 55:   To see what sum the town will vote to raise and appropriate for supplies and expenses of the Limerick Maine 
Volunteer Fire Department Inc. with the provision that no amount of this appropriation shall be paid by the 
municipality without itemized expenditures.  30-A-M.R.S.A 5722(4) 
 Selectmen recommend: $150,845.00 Budget Committee recommend: 147,796.00 
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Article 56:   To see what sum the town will vote to raise and appropriate for the salary of EMT/Firefighter. 
 Selectman Recommend $45,519.00 Budget Committee: No Recommendation  
  
Article 57:   To see what sum the town will vote to raise and appropriate for one perdiem shift EMT and/or Firefighter to 
operate  emergency apparatus, with guidelines set by Title 30-A Chapter 153 Subsection 3154.  
 Selectman recommend: $81,122.00 Budget Committee recommend: $81,600.00 
  
Article 58:   To see what sum the town will vote to raise and appropriate for the operation of the Emergency Management 
Agency program as authorized by Title 23, M.R.S.A. Section 313. 
 Selectmen recommend: $3,180.00 Budget Committee recommend: $4,355.00 
  
Article 59: To see what sum the town will vote to raise and appropriate to pay hydrant rental as per contract with the 
Limerick Water District. 
 Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend: $25,524.00   
                                                                                                                                                                            
Article 60:   To see what sum the town will vote to raise and appropriate for constables. 
 Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend:  $100.00 
  
Article 61:   To see what sum the town will vote to raise and appropriate for Dog Handling and support of the Animal 
Control Officer. 
 Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend: $14,394.00 
   
Article 62:   To see what sum the town will vote to raise and appropriate for the salaries, books, and general operations and 
maintenance of the Limerick Public Library. 
 Selectmen recommend:  $69,146.00 Budget Committee recommend:  $67,244.00 
  
Article 63:   To see what sum the town will vote to raise and appropriate the Recreation Department. 
  Selectmen recommend: $19,434.00 Budget Committee  recommend: $7,991.00 
  
Article 64:   To see what sum the town will vote to raise and appropriate for Memorial Day purposes. 
 Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend: $  $2,500.00 
  
Article 65:   To see if the town will vote to appropriate payment for operational costs  for Limerick's share of the Saco River 
Community Television regional Public Access Facility and taping.  Said amount shall not exceed the amount that 
the town receives from the cable company. 
 Selectman and Budget Committee recommend:  $ 23,957.00 
  
Article 66:     To see what the Town will vote to raise and appropriate to operate, maintain and make repairs and 
improvements to the Brick Town Hall. 
 Selectman and Budget Committee recommend: $23,700.00 
  
Article 67:   To see what sum the town will raise and appropriate to acquire grants for restoration, renovation, preservation, 
handicapped accessibility and energy efficiency projects for the Brick Town Hall.   
 Selectmen and Budget Committee recommends : $5,400.00 
  
Article 68:   To see if the town will authorize the Selectmen to expend up to $25,000.00 from the Capital Project reserve 
account for  paving and access pathways to the Handicap Accessible Ramp and install lighting  and complete 
landscaping at  the Brick Town Hall. 
 Selectman  and Budget Committee recommend: a Yes Vote 
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Article 69:   To see what sum the town will vote to raise and appropriate to operate, maintain and make repairs and 
improvement to the Limerick Municipal Building 
  Selectman recommend: $45,000.00 Budget Committee recommend: $48,000.00  
Article 70:   To see what sum the town will vote to raise and appropriate for operation, maintenance and repairs at the 
Grange Hall. 
 Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend:  $2,000.00 
  
Article 71:   To see what sum the town will vote to raise and appropriate for the operation maintenance and repairs to the 
Luther Moore building, currently used by the Limerick Historical Society.   
 Selectmen recommend and Budget Committee recommend: $2,000.00 
  
Article 72:   To see what sum the town will vote to raise and appropriate for the care and maintenance of public areas.   
 Selectmen recommend and Budget Committee  recommend 18,800.00 
  
Article 73:   To see what sum the town will vote to raise and appropriate for the care and maintenance of Highland Cemetery 
and Annex.   
 Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend: $7,750.00 
  
Article 74:   To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate up to $15,000.00  and authorize the municipal officers to 
utilize as they deem advisable to meet unanticipated expenses and emergencies that occur during the year.  
 Selectman  and Budget Committee recommend: $15,000.00   
  
Article 75:   To see what sum the town will raise and appropriate for the preparation of public or private grant and/or loan 
applications to fund the replacement of water and sewerage lines on Main Street in the Upper Village.   
 
  Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend $ 9,000.00 
 
Article 76:   Shall the Town of Limerick vote to approve a Community Development Block Grant project development 
application(s) for the following program(s) and dollar amounts: 
 Program:  Public Infrastructure Amount $257,538.00 and to submit the same to the Department of Economic and 
Community Development and if said program is approved, to authorize the municipal officers to accept said 
grant funds, to make such assurance, assume such responsibilities, and exercise such authority as are necessary 
and is cognizant of the requirement that should the intended National Objective of the CDBG program not be met 
all CDBG funds must be repaid to the State of Maine CDBG program. 
 Selectmen and Budget Committee  recommend a Yes Vote 
  
Article 77:   To see if the town will vote to transfer up to $100,000.00 front the Capital Project Reserve Account to Main 
Street Revitalization Project for Water and Sewer System. 
 Selectmen and Budget Committee  recommend a Yes Vote 
  
Article 78:  To see if the town will vote to increase the property tax levy established for the Town of Limerick by Maine 
State Law LD1. 
  
  The Registrar of Voters will be in session at the Municipal Building on March 9, 2018 at  
8:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M. to correct the list of voters and to enroll new voters. 
  
 LIMERICK BOARD OF SELECTMEN    
 Limerick, Maine 
  
 Joanne L. Andrews 
  
. John M. Medici 
  
 Roland (Sonny) LePage 
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The tottu voted the follott.iJlg appropriations: 2017 
Article R.ahe franchise f ee:s R.evemie Clpital Proj ect Uodesignau Capital 
Account R.!sen~ Fund Equip. 
5 $500.00 
6 S500.00 
7 S500.00 
s S500.00 
9 S500.00 
10 S500.00 
11 $1,000.00 
12 S300.00 
13 $3.000.00 
14 $3.000.00 
15 SS00.00 
19 5700,384.00 
20 $79,133.00 
21 $31,030.00 
22 550,571.00 
23 S59,o~.oo 
24 $32,500.00 
25 Sl0,000.00 
26 SlS,000.00 
27 S62,479.00 
28 $42,104.00 
29 SS0,809.00 
30 $28,946.00 
31 Sl0,749.00 
32 $1,477.00 
33 $13,590.00 
34 $2,000.00 
35 s 170,000.00 
36 S200.000.00 
38 S217.500.00 
39 $44.635.00 
40 S16,000.00 
41 $9,375.00 
42 S15,600.00 
43 Sl 0,097.00 
44 S102,917.00 
45 $74,000.00 
46 $85,406.00 
47 $25,000.00 
48 S139,925.00 
49 $44,297.00 
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&.... f.....W,.f.., a...- c-w hoie<"t t: 
' 
··-.ul 
Aoc:ount L:.en.-. Faod Equip. 
l4 SS6.39'.00 
SI $20.000.00 
Sl S·l.355.00 
S3 lli.524.00 
S4 $ 1SO.OO 
SS SIU63.00 
S6 $64.687.00 
51 SIS.929.00 Amoodod 
58 Sll.200.00 
S9 S?.S00.00 
60 523.611.16 Amenck>d 
61 S.2.5.000.00 
61 SS.400.00 
63 SS0.000.00 
64 S4l.9l0.00 
65 Sl.000.00 
64 $ 2.000.00 
61 S17.070.00 
6S $30.000.00 
69 SI0,750.00 
70 SI0.000.00 
71 S9.000.oc 
Tolol Raised $1.967.918.00 
R•\'••u• .\c:c-t fS'rOO ~\8" .00) 
T ot.sl R..ai•.cl Sl.!67.5l•.OO 
S!.l,611.86 an.w~rffi) SllS.!00.00 C:a ital hoittt R.in.. ,--\("('t. 
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WARRANT 
SPECIAL TOWN MEETING 
York, ss. 
STATE OF MAINE 
TO: Antonio Nappi, Jr., a resident in the Town of Limerick in the Said County: 
GREETINGS: 
In the name of the State of Maine you are hereby requested to notify and warn the inhabitants of said Town of 
Limerick, qualified to vote in the affairs of the town, to assemble at the Municipal Building, located at 55 
Washington Street, on the 17th day of January, 2017 at seven o’clock in the forenoon, to act on the following 
Articles 1 and 2 to wit: 
Article 1: To choose a moderator to preside at said meeting. 
Moderator: Tawny Mann 
Article 2: Shall an ordinance entitled “Municipality of Limerick Moratorium Ordinance on Retail Marijuana 
Establishments and Retail Marijuana Stores and Retail Marijuana Social Clubs” be enacted? January 17, 2017 
Motion made to accept article as written by Dottie Richard/ Second by Joanne Andrews. 
Passed as written 
Motion made by Dottie Richard to adjourn second by Joanne Andrew 
Meeting Adjourned at 7:19 P.M. 
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SPECIAL TOWN MEETING 
July 24, 2017 
York, SS. 
STATE OF MAINE 
TO: Tawny Mann, Resident of the Town of Limerick in the Said County: 
GREETINGS: 
In the name of the State of Maine you are hereby requested to notify and warn the inhabitants of said Town of 
Limerick, qualified to vote in the affairs of the town, to assemble at the Brick Town Hall, located at 11 Main 
Street, on the 24th day of July 2017, at seven o’clock in the evening, to act on the following Articles 1, 2, 3 and 4 
to wit: 
Article 1: To choose a moderator to preside at said meeting. 
Richard Nass was sworn in as Moderator. 
Maureen Libby made a motion to vote on article 2, 3 and 4 by secret ballot / Howard Burnham Second 
Failed 36 Yes / 48 No 
Article 2: Shall an ordinance entitled “Municipality of Limerick Moratorium Ordinance on Retail Marijuana 
Establishments and Retail Marijuana Stores and Retail Marijuana Social Clubs” enacted on January 17, 2017 be 
extended from July 17, 2017 to January 17, 2018. Motion Made by Martha Hamilton to accept as written. Second 
by Howard Smith Article 2-Passed as written 
Article 3: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to negotiate and accept easement 
deeds from Hill Street Terrace Housing Corporation and PB&J Acquisitions LLC for a public easement over the 
portion of John and Marie Drive crossing their properties to confirm the town’s use and maintenance of John and 
Marie Drive. Motion Made by Howard Smith to accept as written. Second by Denise Benton Article 3-Passed as 
written 
Article 4: Shall the Town of Limerick raise and appropriate and additional One Hundred and Seventeen Thousand 
Five Hundred Dollars ($117,500.00) for the plowing, sanding, salting and removal of snow from town ways for 
the 2017-18 winter seasons. Motion made by Laura May to amend article 4 – to raise and appropriate $67,000.00 
Second by Roland LePage Article 4-Passed as amended 
Motion made to adjourn at 8:10 P.M. by Dean LePage/ Second by Joanne Andrews 
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SPECIAL TOWN MEETING WARRANT 
JUNE 13, 2017 
York, ss. 
STATE OF MAINE 
To: Tawny Mann, a resident in the Town of Limerick in the Said County:  
GREETINGS:  
In the name of the State of Maine you are hereby requested to notify and warn the inhabitants of said Town of 
Limerick, qualified to vote in the affairs of the town, to assemble at the Municipal Building, 55 Washington 
Street, on Tuesday the 13th day of June, 2017 at 8:00 in the forenoon to vote by secret ballot the following 
articles 1 and 2 to wit:  
(Polls open at 8:00 A.M. and close at 8:00 P.M.)  
Article 1. To choose a Moderator to preside at said meeting.  
Howard Smith  
Article 2. Shall an ordinance entitled “June 2017 Amendments to the Town of Limerick’s Zoning Ordinance, 
Article X- Board of Appeals to be repealed and replaced, be enacted? (A copy of the ordinance is posted together 
with this warrant and hereby incorporated into this warrant by reference).”  
Passed 86 Yes 37 No 6 Blanks 
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TOWN OF LIMERICK 
SPECIAL TOWN MEETING 
September 12, 2017 
York, ss.  
STATE OF MAINE  
To: Tawny Mann, a resident in the Town of Limerick in the Said County:  
GREETINGS:  
In the name of the State of Maine you are hereby requested to notify and warn the inhabitants of said Town of 
Limerick, qualified to vote in the affairs of the town, to assemble at the Municipal Building, 55 Washington 
Street, on the 13th day of September, 2017 at seven o’clock in the evening, to act on the following articles 1 and 2 
to wit:  
Article 1. To choose a Moderator to preside at said meeting.  
Moderator: Laura May  
Article 2. Shall an ordinance entitled “Municipality of Limerick Moratorium Ordinance on Large Scale 
Water Extraction” be enacted for a period of six (6) months commencing on September 13, 2017 and ending 
March 13, 2018?  
Motioned by Moderator to pass over article #2 because there was no ordinance completed to be hung with the 
warrant, so there was no Large Scale Water Extraction Ordinance to be voted on.  
Motion was made by Selectmen Roland LePage to hold another Special Town Meeting on September 27, 2017 for 
the Moratorium Ordinance on Large Scale Water Extraction and the Water Extraction Committee will be drawing 
up the Large Scale Water Extraction Ordinance. Second by Selectmen Joanne Andrews.  
All in favor Passed  
Meeting adjourned 
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TOWN OF LIMERICK 
SPECIAL TOWN MEETING 
September 27, 2017 
York, ss. 
STATE OF MAINE 
To: Tawny Mann, a resident in the Town of Limerick in the Said County: 
GREETINGS: 
In the name of the State of Maine you are hereby requested to notify and warn the inhabitants of said Town of 
Limerick, qualified to vote in the affairs of the town, to assemble at the Municipal Building, 55 Washington 
Street, on Wednesday, the 27th day of September, 2017 at seven o’clock in the evening, to act on the following 
articles 1 and 2 to wit: 
Article 1: To choose a Moderator to preside at said meeting. 
Moderator: Laura May 
Article 2: Shall an ordinance entitled “Municipality of Limerick Moratorium Ordinance on Large Scale Water 
Extraction” be enacted for a period of one hundred and eighty (180) days, commencing on September 27, 2017 
and ending on March 25, 2018. 
(Copies of the ordinance are on file at the Town Clerk’s office and are also attached to the warrant.) 
Martha Hamilton Motion to accept as written: Cheryl Kontos second the motion. 
Article 2 Passed as written. 
25 in Favor/ Two Opposed 
Meeting Adjourned at 7:10 P.M. 
27 Registered Voters attended. 
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                                                   SPECIAL TOWN MEETING 
SECRET BALLOT 
MUNICIPAL REFERENDUM 
NOVEMBER 7, 2017 
Article 1. To elect a moderator to preside at said meeting: 
Moderator: Laura May Deputy Moderator: David Coleman 
Article 2. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the preparation of amendments to the Zoning Ordinance to 
allow retail marijuana social clubs, as defined in 7 M.R.S.A. Section 2442 (39)? 
(A Yes vote will have the Town create an ordinance for Social Clubs to be voted on by the Town Meeting at a 
later date. A NO vote will result in the preparation of Zoning Ordinance amendments to prohibit this use, to be 
voted on by the Town Meeting at a later date. ) 
(Such a prohibition would NOT affect personal use and possession of marijuana or existing medical marijuana 
permitted uses.) Failed: 265 Yes / 431 No 
Article 3. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the preparation of amendments to the Zoning Ordinance to 
allow retail marijuana cultivation facilities, as defined in 7 M.R.S.A. Section 2442 (35)? 
(A YES vote will have the Town create an ordinance for retail marijuana cultivation facilities to be voted on by 
the Town Meeting at a later date. A NO vote will result in the preparation of Zoning Ordinance amendments to 
prohibit this use, to be voted on by the Town Meeting at a later date.) 
(Such a prohibition would NOT affect personal use and possession of marijuana or existing medical marijuana 
permitted uses.) Failed: 313 Yes / 382 No 
Article 4. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the preparation of amendments to the Zoning Ordinance to 
allow retail marijuana products manufacturing facilities, as defined in 7 M.R.S.A. Section 2442 (38)? 
(A YES vote will have the Town create an ordinance for retail marijuana products manufacturing facilities to be 
voted on by the Town Meeting at a later date. A NO vote will result in the preparation of Zoning Ordinance 
amendments to prohibit this use, to be voted on by the Town Meeting at a later date. ) 
(Such a prohibition would NOT affect personal use and possession of marijuana or existing medical marijuana 
permitted uses.) 
Failed: 301 Yes / 393 No 
Article 5. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the preparation of amendments to the Zoning Ordinance to 
allow retail marijuana stores, as defined in 7 M.R.S.A. Section 2442 (40)? 
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(A YES vote will have the Town create an ordinance for retail marijuana stores to be voted on by the Town 
Meeting at a later date. A NO vote will result in the preparation of Zoning Ordinance amendments to prohibit this 
use, to be voted on by the Town Meeting at a later date. ) 
(Such a prohibition would NOT affect personal use and possession of marijuana or existing medical marijuana 
permitted uses.) Failed: 278 Yes / 391 No 
Article 6. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the preparation of amendments to the Zoning Ordinance to 
allow retail marijuana testing facilities, as defined in 7 M.R.S.A. Section 2442 (41)? 
(A YES vote will have the Town create an ordinance for retail marijuana testing facilities to be voted on by the 
Town Meeting at a later date. A NO vote will result in the preparation of Zoning Ordinance amendments to 
prohibit this use, to be voted on by the Town Meeting at a later date.) 
(Such a prohibition would NOT affect personal use and possession of marijuana or existing medical marijuana 
permitted uses.) Failed: 284 Yes / 386 No 
Article 7. To see if the town will vote to approve changes to the Town of Limerick Budget Committee Ordinance. 
(Changes allow employees of the town to be board members. This excludes any town department head. ) 
(A copy of the proposed ordinance change is available for review and inspection at the Town Clerk’s Office; and 
will also be on the Town’s website at: www.limerickme.org) Failed: 303 Yes / 358 No 
Article 8. To see if the town will vote to accept an ordinance entitled “2017 Amendments to the Town of 
Limerick Zoning Ordinance to Adopt Updated Statutory References and Reorganize Definitions and Performance 
Standards” be enacted. Passed: 383 Yes / 243 No 
(A copy of the proposed ordinance change is available for review and inspection at the Town Clerk’s Office; and 
will also be on the Town’s website at: www.limerickme.org) 
Article 9. Shall the town of Limerick change the Board of Selectmen from the current three (3) member board to a 
five (5) member board, each serving a three (3) year term? 
(Citizens petition which contained no specifications for implementation or funding.) Passed: 389 Yes / 283 No 
Polls opened at 8:00 A.M. – 8:00 P.M. 
Total Votes Cast By Secret Ballot 702 
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TOWN OF LIMERICK 
ASSESSMENTS: 
EDUCATION APPROPRIATION           3,081,688.00  
MUNICIPAL APPROPRIATION           2,034,918.00  
COUNTY TAX              167,488.72  
OVERLAY                17,023.55  
TOTAL ASSESSMENT                          5,301,118.27  
DEDUCTIONS: 
STATE REVENUE SHARING              120,000.00  
HOMESTEAD REIMBURSEMENT              115,711.16  
BETE REIMURSEMENT                12,273.98  
MUNICIPAL REVENUE              700,384.00  
TOTAL DEDUCTIONS                             948,369.14  
NET AMOUNT RAISED                          4,352,749.13  
VALUATIOINS OF REAL AND PERSONAL PROPERTY 
LAND                      112,751,591.00  
BUILDINGS                      162,095,994.00  
PERSONAL PROPERTY                          1,517,439.00  
TOTAL TAXABLE VALUATION                      276,365,024.00  
MIL RATE FOR 2017                                      15.75  
TOTAL TAX COMMITMENT SEPTEMBER 
2017                          4,352,749.13  
SUPPLEMENTAL TAXES                                            -    
REAL ESTATE ABATEMENTS                                    (779.30) 
TOTAL TAX COMMITMENT                          4,351,969.83  
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Treasurer's Report 2017 
   
     
 Beginning Balance January 1, 2017    3,043,680.01    
     
 Received from Treasurer, State of Maine:    
 Tree Growth         11,183.81    
 General Assistance                  3,407.81    
 Veteran’s Reimbursement           2,914.00    
 Revenue Sharing       128,805.37    
 Homestead Exemption reimbursement       104,179.00    
 Bete Reimbursement         12,284.00    
 MDOT Urban Rural         41,740.00    
 Snowmobile Reimbursement              880.46    
     
 Interest from Cash Management           6,307.65    
     
 Received for:    
 Misc. Indigent Income              350.00    
 Insurance Claim          16,198.42    
 Workers Compensation              722.00    
 Code Enforcement         30,303.56    
 Agent/Clerk Fee         15,307.65    
 Excise Tax       608,946.02    
 Animal Control              532.00    
 Hillside Cemetery                  8.00    
 Library Fees              515.00    
     Book Sales           4,324.00    
 Board of Appeals              450.00    
 Planning Board           3,650.00    
 Recreation           4,333.26    
 Liquor License/Automobile/Graveyard              150.00    
 Property Sales           5,750.00    
 Transfer Station         27,719.04    
 Transfer Station Donations           1,228.20    
 Snow Removal/Salt Reimbursement         48,719.27    
 Time Warner         34,507.01    
 Town Hall Rental              300.00    
 Deposit/Refund           1,200.00    
 Fire Department Receivables              344.16    
   Rescue Billing       107,346.76    
   Rescue Misc. Receivables              861.41    
  (Billing from checking to CD)        103,482.05   
  (Billing from CD to Checking)       540,514.00    
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 Cummings Foundation Grant         53,228.01    
 Tibbetts Memorial Park         21,310.20    
 Misc. Income              853.14    
        
  
 
Collected On Behalf Of 
   
 State Plumbing            2,319.00    
 Motor Vehicle       260,118.96    
 Inland Fisheries and Wildlife         50,229.54    
 Vitals              385.60    
 Animal Welfare              979.00    
 Neighboring Town Excise           2,143.67    
     
 Taxes/Liens/Tax Acquired Received    
 2012-2013 Taxes/Liens/Tax Acquired           2,076.91    
 2014 Taxes/Liens/Tax Acquired         39,709.53    
 2015 Taxes/Liens/Tax Acquired       123,607.71    
 2016 Taxes/Liens/Tax Acquired       326,150.47    
 2017 Taxes    3,911,071.47    
 2018 Taxes         18,617.91    
 Interest         26,228.35    
 Costs           5,753.97    
 Personal Property          22,724.73    
     
 Expenditures:    
 Warrants     6,546,279.33   
     
 Ending Balance December 31, 2017    9,677,170.04     6,649,761.38      3,027,408.66  
     
   Beg. Bal.   (+/-)   Ending 
Balance  
     
 Limerick Rescue       502,362.58        436,200.54           66,162.04  
 Limerick Business Association           2,024.00              2,024.00  
  Franchise Fees          23,611.86               657.26           24,269.12  
  Capital Equipment Account          73,688.93            9,440.10           83,129.03  
     
 Hillside Cemetery Association           6,265.85                   9.36             6,275.21  
 Hillside Cemetery Association           2,001.31              2,001.31  
 Elizabeth Felch Durrell Trust           8,794.76                 13.15             8,807.91  
     
  Revaluation          30,000.00                       -           30,000.00  
  Business Park            4,170.12                       -             4,170.12  
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Capital Project Reserve Account  
  
342,591.30  
  
  Article 58           13,200.00   
  Article 63           50,000.00   
  Article 68           30,000.00   
  Grant Match Town Hall Handicapped            21,568.50   
  Article 16             4,901.20         232,724.00  
  Municipal Building Capital Project (Vault)          59,700.00          59,700.00   
     
 Outreach Grant              663.08                       -                663.08  
 Lakes Environment Grant              256.33                       -                256.33  
 Transfer Station Grant              581.00                       -                581.00  
 United Way              800.00               150.00                950.00  
 Misc. Relief Indigent              700.00                 14.82                714.82  
 Transfer Station Capital Account           3,000.00                       -             3,000.00  
 Fire Department Donations           4,449.00              4,449.00  
 Library Donations           2,152.58            1,595.76                556.82  
 Recreation Donations              315.00                 315.00  
 Transfer Station Donations           1,228.91               874.61             2,103.52  
     
 2015 Outstanding taxes as of December 31, 2017   
     
 BOUDREAU, SUSAN 49.48   
* BROWN-LUCIER, DENISE 2,313.02   
* COX, JEFFREY T. 1,614.38   
 DOUCETTE, NANCY 2,244.71   
 GARLAND, DAVID M. 1,019.18   
 GILPATRICK, JOSEPHINE E. 1,715.65   
* HAYWARD, KEITH D. 1,874.60   
* JENKINS, DAVID 1,137.72   
* LEPAGE, TARA J. 375.51   
* NAPPI, DAVID W. 2,041.91   
* NOTA, SUSAN J. 3,379.17   
* POLCARO, SUSANNA 408.80   
* POLCARO, SUSANNA 4,015.89   
* POWELL, WANDA 199.09   
 ROBERGE, ERNEST A. JR. 1,587.30   
* SULLIVAN, CHRISTOPHER 1,432.16   
 VACCARO, GLEN 2,488.91   
* WARNOCK, DONALD J. 2,592.83   
 Total: 30,490.31   
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2016 Outstanding taxes as of December 31, 2017 
     
 BENSON, COBURN B. 5,077.30   
 BOUDREAU, SUSAN 51.00   
 BREWER, RICHARD C. III 1,906.29   
 BROWN, ROBERT A. 2,912.81   
 BROWN-LUCIER, DENISE 2,384.31   
 BUCKLESS, ANTHONY 4,692.67   
 CIA SALVAGE 375.05   
 CIA SALVAGE, INC. 752.50   
 CIA SALVAGE, INC. 702.84   
 CIA SALVAGE, INC. 1,384.19   
 CIA SALVAGE, INC. 2,898.89   
 COCHRAN, KIRT J. REALTY TRUST 1,154.95   
 CONDON, DENNIS M. 186.13   
 COX, JEFFREY T. 1,588.89   
 DANDREO, JEFFREY A. 383.71   
 DANDREO, JOSEPH 349.16   
 DANDREO, VINCENT 1,988.99   
 DELLA PIANA, FERDINAND 178.70   
 DEUTSCH, HERBERT LIVING TRUST 28.90   
 DOUCETTE, NANCY 2,313.89   
 ESTY, MICHAEL O. 579.20   
 FERGUSON, RICHARD L. 864.28   
 FERGUSON, RICHARD L. 3,388.31   
 FREDERICK, MICHAEL E.           3,852.66    
 GARLAND, DAVID M. 1,050.60   
 GIL, WALDEMAR 3,099.69   
 GILDAY, JUDITH JO MCCOY 2,723.72   
 GILPATRICK, JOSEPHINE E. 1,693.28   
 GIRARD, SHAWN 421.40   
 GIRARD, SHAWN 6,253.59   
 GLIDDEN, JUSTIN F. 454.51   
 HAYWARD, KEITH D. 1,932.37   
 HENRY, STEVEN D. 1,747.29   
 HERTEL FAMILY TRUST 301.00   
 HILL, JAMES JR. 2,560.38   
 HONDEL, JAMES W. 2,705.61   
 JENKINS, DAVID 1,172.79   
 JORDAN, MICHELE A. 149.96   
 LEPAGE, TARA J. 387.09   
 LIBBY, BRADFORD 3,842.85   
 LUCIER FAMILY TRUST 597.61   
 LUCIER, RONALD 164.06   
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 MORSE, DONALD F. III 393.71   
 MORSE, DONALD F. III 431.94   
 MORSE, DONALD F. III 418.39   
 MYERS, SEAN 199.25   
 NAPPI, DAVID W. 2,104.85   
 NEMET, JEFFERY 956.65   
 NOTA, SUSAN J. 3483.32   
 PODLASKI, RONALD J. JR. 711.88   
* POLCARO, SUSANNA 4,128.74   
 POWELL, WANDA 167.78   
 RICARDO, FRANK R. 5,125.80   
 ROBERGE, ERNEST A. JR. 1,636.22   
 ROSENSTEIN, ANDREW M. 1,389.12   
 SARANTAKIS, GERALD E. 2,848.24   
 SAVOIE, JAMES 1,819.62   
 SCHWARZ, LISA M. 1,369.22   
 SMITH, WILLIAM W. 466.25   
 SULLIVAN, CHRISTOPHER 1,476.30   
 TEN MAPLE STREET, LLC 4,003.71   
 THOMAS, PETER W. 3,330.14   
 THORNE, CLIFFORD A. JR. 418.48   
 VACCARO, GLEN 2,565.62   
 WALSH, PETER D., TRUSTEE 3,406.90   
 WARNOCK, DONALD J. 2,672.74   
* WATSON, MYRON HAL 2,917.74   
 WHITELEY, LARRY 1,979.41   
 WILSON, ROBERT 1,433.68   
 WILSON, ROBIN J. & LEO E. 2,821.17   
 WOODSOME, GARY 2,377.90   
 ZAVARES, NICHOLAS 1,571.64   
 Total: 129,911.44   
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SCHEDULE D 
TOWN OF LIMERICK, MAINE 
COMBINING SCHEDULE OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND 
CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES - NONMAJOR GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2017 
Special Capital TotaJ Nonm.Jjor 
Revenue Projects Permanent Governmental 
t-unds runds t-unds runds 
REVENUES 
Interest income s s $ 22 s 22 
Olller 80.440 3, 125 83,565 
TOTAL REVENUES 80 440 3 125 22 83 587 
EXPENDITURES 
Capital outlay 174,718 174.718 
Other 137.040 137,040 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 137.040 174,718 3 11,758 
EXCESS OF REVENUES OVER 
(UNDER) EXPENDITURES <56 600\ (17 1 593> 22 <228 171} 
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES) 
Transfers in 
T ransfers (out) 
TOTAL OTHER FLNANCING SOURCES 
(USES) 
NET CHANGE IN FUND BALANCES (56,600) (171,593) 22 (228, 171) 
FUND BALANCES · JANUARY 1 79.393 404,317 17.062 500.772 
FUND BALANCES • OECEti.1BER 31 s 22,793 s 232.724 $ 17.084 s 272.601 
See accompanying independent auditors' report aixl notes to financial statements. 
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ARTICLE  
 
  
 ACCOUNTS  
   
     
 #33    Budget   Expended   Balance  
     01 - Treasurer     
  Laura May              37,150.71   
          02 - Employer Cost                2,842.01   
  00103 - MAINE MUNICPAL 
TAX  
                   25.00   
  00086 - STAPLES CREDIT 
PLAN  
                 135.51   
  00096 - HYGRADE BUSINESS                   737.77   
  01078 - KYOCERA DOCUMENT                   502.65   
    
42,204.00  
           41,393.65            810.36  
     
 #24      
     02 - Administration Payroll                           -   
  Joanne Andrews                7,678.46   
  John Medici                7,247.10   
  Roland LePage                7,333.42   
  Ronald Phinney                   263.74   
  Michael Gilpatrick                   263.74   
  Dorothy Richard                1,417.75   
  Tawny Mann              22,284.74   
  Richard Nugent              20,546.05   
  Ilene Dashner                   261.38   
  Employer Cost                5,008.82   
  79,133.00             72,305.20         6,827.80  
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 #34  
     03 - Town Clerk/Tax Collector                           -   
             02 
- Salary  
 Judith LePage              45,953.18   
             01 
- FICA 
and 
Medicare  
 Employer Costs                3,515.39   
  00103 - MAINE MUNICPAL 
TAX  
                   25.00   
  00129 - MAINE TOWN & CITY                     75.00   
  00086 - STAPLES CREDIT 
PLAN  
                 586.92   
  00835 - YORK COUNTY TOWN                       6.00   
  00015 - SHOPPING GUIDE,  50,809.00                 180.00   
               50,341.49            467.51  
 #36      
     04 - Elections     
  David Coleman                   270.00   
  Judith LePage                2,000.00   
  Donna Letellier                   120.00   
  Mary langlois                   185.00   
  Howard Smith                   310.00   
  Lovedy Alexander                   115.00   
  Laura May                   370.00   
  Diane Riggilo                     65.00   
  Deedee Tibbetts                   243.36   
  Elaine Jedrychowski                     75.00   
  Vickie Carroll                     50.00   
  Kathy Ward                   195.00   
  Tawny Mann                   120.00   
  Cheryl Kontos                     70.00   
  Roger Remillard                   120.00   
  Dorothy Richard                     50.00   
  Anne Marie Crowley                   195.00   
  Cynthia Vermette                   210.00   
  Dawn Babb                   120.00   
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                     02 -    Employer Cost                   251.51   
  00098 - MARKS PRINTING                   507.00   
  00108 - ELECTION SYSTEMS &                2,016.42   
  01078 - KYOCERA DOCUMENT                     76.36   
  01148 - ELECTION SOURCE                   679.23   
  01153 - BUREAU OF                   685.00   
  00895 - NASS, RICHARD                   400.00   
  Accrual                  (625.18)  
    
10,749.00  
             8,873.70         1,875.30  
     05 - Legal Professional     
  00082 - MAINE MUNICIPAL                3,362.00   
  01252 - SOUTHERN MAINE                   844.00   
  00740 - PAQUIN & CARROLL              29,764.00   
  01374 - LIBERTY MUTUAL                   302.00   
  01377 - Hartford Life &                   204.00   
  00150 - JENSEN, BAIRD,                6,328.86   
  00126 - HARRIS COMPUTER                9,904.65   
  00700 - RHR SMITH &                6,400.00   
  00273 - SOUTHERN ME                   300.00   
  Division....              57,409.51   
    
59,006.00  
           57,409.51         1,596.49  
     
#38     
     06 - Planning Board     
  Arron Carroll                   340.00   
  Dorothy Richard                   170.00   
  Wendy Farrand                   130.00   
  Barbara Fifleld                   160.00   
  Sean Carroll                   130.00   
  Joanne Andrews                 4,364.06   
         02 - Employer Cost                   453.38   
  00082 - MAINE MUNICIPAL                   165.00   
  01252 - SOUTHERN MAINE                     25.00   
  00086 - STAPLES CREDIT                    67.94   
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PLAN  
  01062 - MICHAUD, FREDERICK                     90.00   
  00015 - SHOPPING GUIDE,                1,517.70   
  01252 - SOUTHERN MAINE                1,365.00   
  Jensen, Baird & Henry                   831.25   
  Accrual                  (807.83)  
  13,590.00               9,001.50         4,588.50  
     
     
 #35      
     07 - Deputy TC/Tax Col/Treasurer     
  Deedee Tibbetts              26,049.60   
          02 - Employer Cost                1,992.85   
  00103 - MMT                     25.00   
  00872 - TIBBETTS, DEEDEE                        33.44   
  00129 - MAINE TOWN & CITY                     25.00   
  00835 - YORK COUNTY TOWN                       6.00   
  Accrual                  (412.83)  
    
28,946.00  
           27,719.06         1,226.94  
     
 #27      
     10 - Assessing     
  Dorothy Richard                7,124.61   
         02 - Employer Cost                   545.11   
  00086 - STAPLES CREDIT 
PLAN  
                 316.47   
  00064 - JOHN E. O'DONNELL &              24,000.00   
    
50,571.00  
           31,986.19       18,584.81  
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#31  
     12 - WC/Unemployment                           -       18,000.00  
  00459 - TREASURER, STATE                3,379.76   
  00050 - MAINE MUNICIPAL              15,613.00   
  Refund                  (992.76)  
    
18,000.00  
           18,000.00                    -  
     
 #26      
     13 - Health Reimbursement    
31,030.00  
                        -       31,030.00  
  01344 - GROUP DYNAMIC, INC.             10,423.05   
    
31,030.00  
           10,423.05       20,606.95  
     
#30    
     15 - General Assistance     
  00082 - MAINE MUNICIPAL                     10.00   
  00030 - J.P. CARROLL FUEL                2,444.92   
  01166 - EDGERLY                   500.00   
  00233 - LAKE ARROWHEAD                   125.54   
  01007 - CENTRAL MAINE                   287.00   
  00031 - LIMERICK                     45.49   
  01339 - FIFTY SIX                1,359.83   
  01380 - HOMEVEST LLC                2,545.00   
  01383 - HILLVIEW REALEY 
LLC  
              1,575.00   
  01315 - WATSON, NEAL &                   787.50   
  01340 - KAMINSKI                   214.84   
  Accrual                  (219.90)  
    
10,000.00  
             9,675.22            324.78  
     
     16 - Relief of the Indigent                           -   
  00030 - J.P. CARROLL FUEL                   185.18   
                   185.18                   -  
     
 
                         -   
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 17 - United Way Donations  
  00030 - J.P. CARROLL FUEL                   150.00   
    
-  
                150.00                    -  
 #29      
     20 - Administrative Costs     
  00019 - WARRENS OFFICE                   618.39   
  00054 - PLUMMERS LIMERICK                   279.67   
  00082 - MAINE MUNICIPAL                     18.00   
  00086 - STAPLES                2,736.25   
  00096 - HYGRADE BUSINESS                   915.60   
  00109 - LEPAGE, JUDITH                   130.82   
  00785 - PEPPERMILL                     75.00   
  00872 - TIBBETTS, DEEDEE                   130.61   
  01062 - MICHAUD, FREDERICK                     30.00   
  00076 - MAY, LAURA                     18.75   
  00955 - PURCHASE POWER                3,285.05   
  00958 - PITNEY BOWES INC.                1,618.46   
  00098 - MARKS PRINTING                     92.75   
  01078 - KYOCERA DOCUMENT                1,876.97   
  01081 - LEAF COMMERCIAL                3,393.22   
  00015 - SHOPPING GUIDE,                1,081.50   
  00155 - SMART SHOPPER                   144.76   
  00172 - WATERBORO                     37.50   
  00013 - REGISTRY OF DEEDS                5,114.20   
  00165 - MODEM WAVS, INC.                1,099.99   
  00423 - LALONDE LAND                   450.00   
  00818 - TREASURER, STATE                   117.00   
  01348 - SOUTHERN MAINE                   115.00   
  01362 - CREATIVE DIGITAL                   953.48   
  00115 - CARD CENTER                   256.39   
  TIME WARNER                2,461.68   
  ACCRUAL               (1,943.29)  
  32,500.00             25,107.75         7,392.25  
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     25 - Grant Writing                           -   
   COMMUNITY DYNAMICS  9,000.00               2,055.00         6,945.00  
  COMMUNITY DYNAMICS  8,400.00               3,665.96         4,734.04  
  17,400.00               5,720.96       11,679.04  
         01 -    Laura May                   683.16   
  Employer Costs                     52.26   
  00082 - MAINE MUNICIPAL                     55.00   
  00015 - SHOPPING GUIDE,                   275.00   
  1,477.00               1,065.42            411.58  
     
 #32      
     35 - C.E.O.                           -   
  Michael Gilpatrick                 31,998.92   
  Ronald Phinney              13,222.38   
  Dorothy Richard                4,820.40   
         02 - Employer Cost                3,820.83   
  00903 - MRWA                           -   
  01355 - Cumberland County                   187.00   
  01410 - AMES, BRIAN                   499.00   
  00619 - PHINNEY, RON                   616.62   
  0283 - GILPATRICK, MICHAEL                   887.44   
  01347 - MORGAN EDWARD                   149.00   
  00019 - WARRENS OFFICE                           -   
  00086 - STAPLES                    829.29   
  01062 - MICHAUD, FREDERICK                     30.00   
  01257 - SMPDC                   120.00   
  01372 - PERMA-LINE CORP OF                     84.40   
  01408 - CORRIGAN, DOUGLAS                   150.00   
  00119 - INTERNATIONAL CODE                  135.00   
  00533 - MBOIA                   145.00   
  00636 - VERIZON NEW                   521.89   
  62,479.00             57,724.33         4,754.67  
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#74  
     41 - Contingency     
  MAINE MUNICIPAL                    270.76   
  ECO MAINE                3,329.97   
  DEVILLENEUVE, BOB                   110.00   
  SERVEPRO                   450.00   
  CARD CENTER                   392.38   
  TIME 4 PRINTING                1,750.00   
  POTTY'S R US                   887.00   
  STERLING                   860.00   
  PERDIEM                1,378.43   
  EMPLOYER COSTS                   114.18   
  PLUMMERS                     95.18   
  ANDREWS, JOANNE                     23.86   
  WARRENS                     62.99   
    
10,000.00  
             9,724.75            275.25  
 #41      
     01 - Repair of Highways     
  ROBERT RICHARDSON              17,761.29   
  STEVEN RICHARDSON              10,621.00   
  EMPLOYER COSTS                2,171.22   
  0014 - RICHARDSON, ROBERT             20,942.53   
  00043 - F.R. CARROLL, INC              38,696.78   
  00048 - LAVIGNE ROOFING                1,529.80   
  00054 - PLUMMERS LIMERICK                     41.35   
  00057 - RICHARDSON, STEVEN              42,485.68   
  00075 - LEPAGE, GREGORY                3,960.00   
  00080 - WHITE SIGN                1,253.14   
  00350 - PARADIS, RICHARD                5,400.00   
  00435 - METCALF'S TRADING                   185.98   
  00508 - RICHARDSON, R. C.                5,032.00   
  00534 - A. H. HARRIS & SONS,                2,561.39   
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  00604 - PELLEGRINO,              11,237.00   
  00936 - CORNISH HARDWARE                   223.25   
  01298 - CHRIS M. ST. SAVIOUR                   700.00   
  01305 - FINELINE                6,402.10   
  01361 - GENEST PRECAST                1,302.00   
    
170,000.0
0  
         172,506.51      (2,506.51) 
     
 #42      
     02 - Tarring     
  00043 - F.R. CARROLL, INC            200,000.00   
    
200,000.0
0  
         200,000.00                    -  
     
#43 
 03 - Snow Removal Roads  
   
  00057 - RICHARDSON, STEVEN           116,330.96   
  00938 - LIMERICK STEEPLJACKS           167,500.03   
  01252-SOUTHERN MAINE                      62.09   
  ACCRUED               (1,838.51)  
    
284,500.0
0  
         282,054.57         2,445.43  
     
 #40      
     04 - Tree Warden  dangerous trees                           -   
  01298 - CHRIS M. ST. SAVIOUR                  600.00   
     
    
2,000.00  
                600.00         1,400.00  
     
 #44      
     05 - Buildings Contract     
  00220 - R.C. RICHARDSON JR.              44,635.00   
  44,635.00             44,635.00                    -  
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10 - Snow Removal Sidewalks  
  01034 - WELCH, DEREK                9,125.00   
  00043 - F.R. CARROLL, INC                   450.00   
  00508 - RICHARDSON, R. C.                1,927.50   
  00604 - PELLEGRINO,                2,750.00   
  01033 - THAYER, THOMAS                   180.00   
  01034 - WELCH, DEREK                6,400.00   
  01113 - MJR CONSTRUCTION                1,800.00   
  01324 - Woodsome Trucking,                   630.00   
                1,760.00   
  25,375.00             24,522.50            852.50  
     
 #55      
     01 - Fire Department     
  Adam  Mason  2,000.00   
  Brian Saulnier                2,700.00   
  Derek Welch                1,400.00   
  Jason Johnson                3,000.00   
  Michael Mclean                3,500.00   
  Nicholous Pellegrino                1,800.00   
  Peter Proctor                3,000.00   
  Richard Gurney                   300.00   
  Richard Mcglincey                   500.00   
  Robert Fossett                1,200.00   
  Timothy Smarrella                   900.00   
  Employer Costs                1,552.95   
  Accrued Payroll                5,075.00   
  Accrued Employer Costs                   388.24   
  00015 - SHOPPING GUIDE,                   180.00   
  00019 - WARRENS OFFICE                   104.77   
  00024 - TREASURER, STATE                   230.00   
  00030 - J.P. CARROLL FUEL                8,141.97   
  00031 - LIMERICK                     63.01   
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  00040 - BOUND TREE                5,829.07   
  00051 - MOULTON LUMBER                1,020.76   
  00054 - PLUMMERS LIMERICK                   172.35   
  00061 - CRITICAL ALERT                   256.15   
  00066 - FAIR POINT                   818.18   
  00070 - LIMERICK WATER                   337.50   
  00072 - SOUTHERN MAINE                1,677.30   
  00073 - YORK COUNTY                     72.00   
  00085 - CENTRAL MAINE   1,508.16   
  00086 - STAPLES               1,055.49   
  00087 - PELLEGRINO, NICK                   125.00   
  00089 - ZOLL MEDICAL                3,148.43   
  00090 - LEPAGE AUTO                     55.74   
  00092 - ADMIRAL FIRE &                   713.56   
  00143 - NAPA                   277.15   
  00157 - AAA FIRE                1,263.49   
  00172 - WATERBORO                   102.00   
  00190 - Allen Uniforms                   251.70   
  00191 - BERGERON                4,632.40   
  00193 - PORTLAND NORTH                     65.32   
  00194 - RSD Graphics                1,205.75   
  00202 - LIFESAVERS, INC.                   102.60   
  00206 - S.A. MCLEAN                     37.72   
  00214 - YORK COUNTY CHIEFS                    75.00   
  00237 - INDUSTRIAL PROTECTION               6,544.25   
  00266 - MAINE STATE                   465.00   
  00279 - SPECIALTY VEHICLES,                   168.25   
  00366 - SOUTHERN MAINE                   864.34   
  00368 - PUBLIC SAFETY                     40.72   
  00388 - CLIA LABORATORY                   300.00   
  00452 - MAINE-LY BATTERIES,                1,534.55   
  00529 - MASON, ADAM                   150.00   
  00636 - VERIZON NEW                1,914.06   
  00655 - ELLIOTT                1,946.18   
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  00670 - SOUTHERN MAINE                     51.00   
  00697 - CITY OF SANFORD              23,241.62   
  00727 - MAINE EMS                     35.00   
  00728 - IMAGE TREND, INC.                   175.00   
  00782 - SAULNIER, BRIAN                     26.84   
  00855 - MATHESON TRI-GAS,                1,705.23   
  00889 - NORTHEAST                1,198.30   
  00898 - MCLEAN, MICHAEL                   120.00   
  00910 - LAKES REGION FIRE                   430.00   
  00914 - CENTRAL MAINE FIRE                    150.00   
  00917 - CENTRAL TIRE CO.                   189.81   
  01025 - LIM ENTERPRISE, INC.                   747.46   
  01041 - NFPA                   526.70   
  01053 - ATLANTIC PARTNERS                   821.00   
  01090 - PROCTOR, PETER                   233.23   
  01130 - ROWE WESTBROOK                   599.49   
  01143 - EMERGENCY                1,188.00   
  01168 - U.S. POSTAL SERVICE                     62.00   
  01174 - ARROW                   310.72   
  01201 - SMHC-WORKWELL                   329.00   
  01211 - FAIL SAFE TESTING                1,920.00   
  01219 - EMERGENCY SERVICE                   735.00   
  01271 - BILL'S RADIO                1,670.00   
  01274 - INDUSTRIAL                3,500.00   
  01307 - PROVINCE LAKE GOLF                   600.00   
  01311 - CENTRAL FURNITURE                    833.98   
  01312 - JEMS                     19.99   
  01328 - Plummer's Buxton Ace                   865.55   
  01343 - WORKWELL-SMHC                     71.00   
  01349 - UNITED TRAINING                1,870.00   
  01359 - WELCH, MICHAEL                1,615.00   
  01360 - UPTOWN AUTO SALES                   168.95   
  01373 - HOSKINS, CARL                   115.00   
  01375 - Diamond Ledge                   685.00   
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  01384 - Baker Automotive                   463.38   
  01385 - United Ambulance                   150.00   
  01393 - Jessica Hutchins                   187.50   
  1415- GORISS ELECTIRC                7,330.00   ACCRUED  
  913- TYLER SHEET METAL                3,300.00   ACCRUED  
  OSSIPEE MOUNTAIN ELECTRONIC, INC.               5,406.81   ACCRUED  
 
  139,925.0              138,413.67         1,511.33  
 #56      
     02 - Paramedic/FF     
  RICHARD MCGLINCY              37,968.48   
  JESSICA HUTCHINGS                   378.00   
  JASON JOHNSON                   756.00   
  PETER PROCTOR                1,064.00   
  BRIAN SAULNIER                   602.00   
  ALFRED STANDISH                   378.00   
  EMPLOYER COST                3,137.97   
  44,297.00             44,158.42            138.58  
 #57      
     06 - Perdiem EMT Fire fighter     
  RICHARD GURNEY     
  CARL HOSKINS                5,751.60   
  JESSICA HUTCHINS                6,414.36   
  JASON JOHNSON                6,855.24   
  WILLIAM KEITH IV                   283.79   
  ADAM                    210.00   
  NICHOLOUS PELLEGRINO                2,845.38   
  PETER PROCTOR              10,895.50   
  BRIAN SAULNIER              13,075.38   
  ALFRED STANDISH                2,777.78   
  CHRISTINA VIOLETTE                3,891.24   
  MICHAEL WELCH                   637.26   
  EMPLOYER COST                4,315.00   
  CONTINGENCY               (1,559.00)  
  56,394.00             56,393.53                   -  
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 #57      
     07 - Fire Calls     
  STEPHANIE DONEGAN                    140.00   
  T. DUNNE                      80.00   
  ROBERT FOSSETT                    280.00   
  MICHAEL GOCHIE                      20.00   
  RICHARD GURNEY                    100.00   
  CARL HOSKINS                      40.00   
  JESSICA HUTCHINS                    450.00   
  JASON JOHNSON                    470.00   
  SARA JORDANHAZY                      40.00   
  DYLAN KEENE                    100.00   
  WILLIAM KEITH IV                   180.00   
  ADAM KING                      50.00   
  JOSIAH LACOURSE                    150.00   
  MICHAEL LALONDE                    360.00   
  GREGORY LEPAGE                    130.00   
  STEPHEN MALMUDE                      10.00   
  ADAM MASON                    230.00   
  RICHARD MCGLINCEY                      80.00   
  MICHAEL MCLEAN                    360.00   
  STEVE MCLEAN                 1,470.00   
  CHARLES PELLEGRINO                    210.00   
  NICHOLOUS PELLEGRINO                    140.00   
  ANDREW POOLE                    480.00   
  PETER PROCTOR                    330.00   
  ROBERT RICHARDSON JR.                   230.00   
  BRIAN SAULNIER                    570.00   
  TIMOTHY SMARRELLA                    210.00   
  HOWARD SMITH                      30.00   
  ALFRED STANDISH                    150.00   
  TOM THAYER                    300.00   
  KELLY THERRIEN                      40.00   
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  CHRISTINA VIOLETTE                      70.00   
  AUDREY WALSH                    120.00   
  MORGAN WASS                    110.00   
  DEREK WELCH                    310.00   
  MICHAEL WELCH                    100.00   
  EMPLOYER COSTS                   863.71   
  ACCRUED                3,150.00   
    
20,000.00  
           12,153.71         7,846.29  
 #58  EMA     
  MICHAEL WARD                1,265.60   
  RAYMOND BISHOP                   875.68   
  EMPLOYER COSTS                   122.85   
  VERIZON                   667.67   
  ACCRUED                      61.48   
     
    
4,355.00  
             2,993.28         1,361.72  
     
 #60      
 15- CONSTABLES     
    
150.00  
                        -            150.00  
     
 #47      
        20.00   STREET LIGHTING     
  CENTRAL MAINE POWER              15,160.72   
    
15,600.00  
           15,160.72            439.28  
     
     05 - Hydrant Rental     
  00070 - LIMERICK WATER              25,524.00   
    
25,524.00  
           25,524.00                    -  
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#61  
  ANIMAL CONTROL          14,163.00  
  WADE ANDREWS                8,873.88   
  EMPLOYER COSTS                   678.86   
  00541 - ANDREWS, WADE                     59.98   
  00230 - LIMERICK MILLS                     77.75   
  00739 - ANIMAL WELFARE                4,040.12   
    
14,163.00  
           13,730.59            432.41  
     
 #53   TRANSFER STATION     
  Joanne Andrews              23,916.77   
  Howard Smith                7,457.73   
  Ilene Dashner                6,829.20   
  Courtland Alexander                   862.11   
  Employer Costs                2,988.53   
  00014 - RICHARDSON, 
ROBERT  
              1,225.27   
  00015 - SHOPPING GUIDE,                     20.00   
  00019 - WARRENS OFFICE                     59.70   
  00024 - TREASURER, STATE                   344.00   
  00054 - PLUMMERS LIMERICK                     41.48   
  00056 - R.W. HERRICK INC.              11,250.47   
  00057 - RICHARDSON, STEVEN              10,937.50   
  00057 - RICHARDSON, STEVEN               1,550.00   
  00067 - ANDREWS, JOANNE                   322.89   
  00085 - CENTRAL MAINE                1,535.96   
  00086 - STAPLES CREDIT 
PLAN  
                 116.74   
  00151 - MAINE RESOURCE                   189.00   
  00157 - AAA FIRE                   145.62   
  00194 - RSD Graphics                   343.00   
  00378-MRRA                     39.00   
  00636 - VERIZON NEW                   434.76   
  00680 - EWASTE RECYCLING                   657.81   
  00694 - ECOMAINE                8,654.57   
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  00969 - DEVILLENEUVE,                   100.00   
  01087 - POTTYS-R-US                   780.00   
  01328 - Plummer's Buxton Ace                       5.37   
  01386 - Depart. of                   283.00   
  Accrued                   128.20   
    
85,406.00  
           81,218.68         4,187.32  
     
     
    01 - Transfer Station Donations    
 00194 - RSD Graphics  237.55  
 00550 - DASHNER, ILENE  116.04  
   353.59 -353.59 
 #49      
             10 - Door to Door     
  01249 - MELLEN & SON            102,916.59   
    
-  
             7,916.66   
  102,917.00            102,916.59                0.41  
     
 #52      
     11 - Household Tipping Fees              77,329.97   
  00694 - ECOMAINE               (3,329.97)  
    
74,000.00  
           74,000.00                    -  
     
 #62      
     01 - Library     
  CYNTHIA SMITH              29,905.91   
  ANNE MARIE CROWELY                1,839.94   
  LORI JO RICK              11,232.38   
  SUE HIGGINS PRIOR                1,883.44   
  JENNIFER STILPHEN                   927.14   
  CAROL BEVAN                1,911.87   
  EMPLOYER COSTS                3,645.77   
  00015 - SHOPPING GUIDE, INC.                   305.00   
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  00024 - TREASURER, STATE 
OF  
                 166.00   
  00025 - BAKER & TAYLOR                5,136.49   
  00028 - DEMCO                   258.90   
  00031 - LIMERICK SUPERMARKET                    84.10   
  00051 - MOULTON LUMBER                       8.80   
  00054 - PLUMMERS LIMERICK                   196.09   
  00066 - FAIR POINT                   193.43   
  00086 - STAPLES                   528.40   
  00088 - SMITH, CYNTHIA E.                   290.95   
  00093 - LIMERICK VILLAGE                     15.94   
  00115 - CARD CENTER                   395.33   
  00172 - WATERBORO REPORTER                  234.00   
  00176 - PORTLAND PUBLIC                     29.95   
  00231 - L & R CLEANING, INC.                   305.00   
  00238 - FERGUSON                     25.00   
  00306 - AMERICAN LIBRARY                   175.00   
  00315 - DELL MARKETING L.P.                   211.59   
  00323 - CONSUMER REPORTS                     26.00   
  00377 - MAINE SPORTSMAN                     28.00   
  00406 - JENNIFER KREBS                     20.00   
  00554 - CENTER POINT LARGE                   237.40   
  00557 - COUNTRYSIDE                     19.99   
  00640 - MAINE LIBRARY                     45.00   
  00676 - GALE                   617.00   
  00830 - GLUTEN-FREE LIVING                     29.00   
  01003 - BOOK SYSTEMS, INC.                1,345.00   
  01279 - NETWORKMAINE                   100.00   
  01287 - HAYES, BRENDA                     75.00   
  01304 - MAINE INFONET                   350.00   
  01318 - BRODEUR, TASHA                     50.00   
  01319 - MANNIX, KEVIN                     50.00   
  01321 - Maine Humanities                     53.90   
  01332 - Smith Office Systems                   607.08   
  01336 - Anne Marie Crowley                     17.60   
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  01368 - POPULAR MECHANICS                     24.00   
  01369 - ROAD TRACK                     20.00   
  01370 - CAR AND DRIVER                     20.00   
  01381 - College of                     42.91   
                  (301.80)  
    
64,687.00  
           63,382.50         1,304.50  
     
     01 - Book Sales     
  00088 - SMITH, CYNTHIA E.                   225.82   
  01318 - BRODEUR, TASHA                     30.00   
  00554 - CENTER POINT LARGE                   323.48   
  01405 - HARRISON VILLAGE                     10.00   
  00689 - TUCKER LIBRARY                5,280.46   
  01187 - PLUMMER, SANDRA                     50.00   
                5,919.76   
 #63      
      02 - Recreation     
  LISA LEPAGE                3,000.00   
  CINDY KAMSIZK                   500.00   
   Employer Cost                   330.00   
  00041 - BSN SPORTS, INC.                   256.22   
  00054 - PLUMMERS LIMERICK                   249.84   
  00086 - STAPLES                   145.89   
  01133 - LEPAGE, LISA                   171.10   
  01194 - WAL-MART                   500.00   
  01287 - HAYES, BRENDA                     25.00   
  00051 - MOULTON LUMBER                   211.90   
  01183 - GAMETIME                3,875.66   
  00041 - BSN SPORTS, INC.                   709.80   
  00194 - RSD Graphics                   683.95   
  01296 - IRRIGATION DESIGN                2,193.00   
  00085 - CENTRAL MAINE                   663.82   
  01087 - POTTYS-R-US                   240.00   
  01322 - Kittery Travel                   175.00   
  01407 - Mary Ann Baker                     40.00   
  00015 - SHOPPING GUIDE,                     71.00   
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  00886 - LIBBY, R. T. & SON,                   800.00   
  ACCRUED                 (333.76)  
      18,929.00  14,508.42         4,420.58   
     
 
 
 
 
 BALLOT ARTICLES  
   
 CHARITY ORGINIZATIONS     
 00259 - YORK COUNTY                   500.00   
 00260 - COUNSELING                   500.00   
00262 AMERICAN RED CROSS                   500.00   
 00261 - SOUTHERN MAINE                   500.00   
 00263 - CHILD ABUSE                   500.00   
  00264 - YORK COUNTY                   500.00   
 00463 - SACO RIVER                   300.00   
 00197 - American Legion White                1,500.00   
 00128 - FLAG WAVERS                   981.80   
 00465 - HOME HEALTH                   500.00   
 00258 - ST. MATTHEW FOOD                1,000.00   
    
7,300.00  
             7,281.80              18.20  
 
 
 
 #65  
    
 27 - Franchise Fees                            -   
  PAYROLL                8,713.50   
         02 - Employer Cost                   669.66   
  SACO RIVER TELEVISION              13,644.00   
  00054 - PLUMMERS LIMERICK                     20.31   
  00115 - CARD CENTER                   173.74   
  01313 - EVERBANK                   157.32   
  00372 - LIBBY, GAIL                       9.45   
  01260 - CONNECTIVITY GROUP                  109.67   
    
23,611.86  
           23,497.65            114.21  
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 #69      
     01 - Municipal Building     
  00019 - WARRENS OFFICE                1,153.68   
  00053 - NATURES WAY                   197.41   
  00115 - CARD CENTER                           -   
  01237 - NUGENT, RICHARD                     24.76   
  01328 - Plummer's Buxton Ace                   200.81   
  01329 - Consolidated Plastics                   404.56   
  00100 - ABBOTTS, POWER                   699.97   
  00241 - TREASURER OF STATE                     70.00   
  00054 - PLUMMERS LIMERICK                   202.44   
  00086 - STAPLES CREDIT 
PLAN  
                   17.94   
  00110 - NORRIS, INC                   773.00   
  00969 - DEVILLENEUVE,                2,001.00   
  01064 - NATIONAL ELEVATOR                   115.00   
  01125 - ADVANCED FIRE                   400.00   
  01218 - GILPI CONSTRUCTION                1,200.00   
  01347 - MORGAN                2,856.00   
  01363 - Maine Accessibility                2,581.80   
  01365 - CURRIER, RICHARD J.                3,946.00   
  00085 - CENTRAL MAINE                5,799.63   
  00030 - J.P. CARROLL FUEL                8,730.99   
  00070 - LIMERICK WATER                1,066.96   
  00066 - FAIR POINT                1,418.49   
  01064 - NATIONAL ELEVATOR                   126.50   
  00110 - NORRIS, INC                     60.50   
  00148 - OTIS ELEVATOR                1,960.58   
  00157 - AAA FIRE                   184.33   
  00969 - DEVILLENEUVE,                   296.50   
  00969 - DEVILLENEUVE,                1,920.00   
  Accrued               (1,695.27)  
  43,950.00             36,713.58         7,236.42  
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#66  
     02 - Town Hall     
  00030 - J.P. CARROLL FUEL 
OIL  
              3,929.78   
  00054 - PLUMMERS LIMERICK                   108.38   
  00066 - FAIR POINT                   144.63   
  00070 - LIMERICK WATER                1,804.50   
  00085 - CENTRAL MAINE                3,052.89   
  00110 - NORRIS, INC                   324.00   
  00157 - AAA FIRE                   103.50   
  00969 - DEVILLENEUVE,                   105.00   
  01144 - CUNNINGHAM                   312.00   
  01237 - NUGENT, RICHARD                     21.09   
  01320 - KELLER, KIRT                   100.00   
  01333 - JACOBS GLASS, INC.                3,439.50   
  DEMOS, JASON                6,180.00   
  ACCRUED               (1,611.95)  
    
25,000.00  
           18,013.32         6,986.68  
     
 #70      
     10 - Grange Hall    
2,000.00  
                        -         2,000.00  
  00085 - CENTRAL MAINE                   332.61   
  00030 - J.P. CARROLL FUEL                   455.57   
  01087 - POTTYS-R-US                   360.00   
  0070-LIMERICK WATER                   430.80   
  ACCRUED                  (107.70)  
    
2,000.00  
             1,471.28            528.72  
     11 - Moore Building    
2,000.00  
                        -         2,000.00  
  00085 - CENTRAL MAINE                   249.95   
  00070 - LIMERICK WATER                   430.80   
  accrued    
-  
               (107.70)  
  2,000.00                  573.05         1,426.95  
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 #72      
     04 - Public Places     
         01 - 
Personnel 
Services  
 Richard Nugent                1,000.00   
         02 - Employer Cost                     76.50   
             01 - FICA and Medicare                           -   
  00019 - WARRENS OFFICE                     62.99   
  00054 - PLUMMERS LIMERICK                     16.68   
  01328 - Plummer's Buxton Ace                     78.50   
  01378 - Time 4 Printing                1,750.00   
  00067 - ANDREWS, JOANNE                     26.93   
  00115 - CARD CENTER                   392.38   
  00969 - DEVILLENEUVE,                   110.00   
  01308 - SERVPRO                   450.00   
  01087 - POTTYS-R-US                3,080.00   
  01341 - J&S MASONRY              13,797.43   
  01209 - STERLING                   860.00   
  Contingency               (4,631.41)  
  17,070.00             17,070.00                    -  
     
 #73      
     05 - Cemetery Maintenance      
  00303 - CARROLL, F.R.                   250.58   
  01303 - HERITAGE                2,199.00   
  00384 - SCOTT'S                2,400.00   
  01298 - CHRIS M. ST. SAVIOUR                   850.00   
    
5,700.00  
             5,699.58                0.42  
 #73      
     07 - Cemetery Maintenance Outlying     
    
5,050.00  
                        -         5,050.00  
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#13  
     06 - Milfoil     
  00538 - LAKE ARROWHEAD                3,000.00   
     
3,000.00  
             3,000.00                    -  
     
 #14      
     08 - Sokokis Lake Public Boat     
  01184 - SOKOKIS LAKE                3,000.00   
    
3,000.00  
             3,000.00                    -  
 
 
 
    
     01 - County Tax     
  00068 - COUNTY OF YORK            167,488.72   
    
167,488.72  
         167,488.72                    -  
     
     01 - RSU 57     
  00071 - REGIONAL SCHOOL         3,081,688.00   
   
3,081,688  
      3,081,688.00                    -  
     
 #48      
     01 - Water/Sewer     
  00182 - MAINE MUNICIPAL BOND BANK             10,096.13   
    
10,097.00  
           10,096.13                0.87  
     
     01 - Capital Project Vault     
  00047 - JOURNAL TRIBUNE                   194.00   
  01267 - MACLEOD, BRUCE                2,000.00   
  01347 - MORGAN              57,506.00   
    
59,700.00  
           59,700.00                    -  
 
 
 
    
     01 - Capital Equpment                           -                    -  
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  01402 - Visa                   312.00   
  00165 - MODEM WAVS, INC.                   600.00   
    
-  
                912.00          (912.00) 
     
     01 - Handicapped Ramp     
  01338 - DEMOSS, JASON              47,000.00   
  01404 - JOY & HAMILTON                3,000.00   
    
50,000.00  
           50,000.00                    -  
     
     01 - T/H Cap Reserve Restoraton     
  00180 - COMMUNITY                3,864.50   
  01333 - JACOBS GLASS, INC.              21,135.50   
    
25,000.00  
                        -                    -  
     
     01 - Rec Cap Proj Irrigation     
  01296 - IRRIGATION DESIGN              13,200.00   
    
13,200.00  
                        -                    -  
     
     01 - Tibbetts Pk Cap Proj Wall     
  00166- CARDINAL PRINTING                   224.57   
  00114 - SWENSON GRANITE              12,140.00   
  01346-WINDY RIDGE              37,264.00   
  01303-HERITAGE MEMORIALS                2,910.00   
               52,538.57   
     
     01 - Tibbetts Pk Cap Proj Wall     
  00114 - SWENSON GRANITE                   902.70   
  00969 - DEVILLENEUVE,                1,519.87   
  01338 - DEMOSS, JASON              27,530.00   
  30,000.00             29,952.27              47.43  
     
      
01 - Rescue Billing  
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 021   ANDREW POOLE                 250.00  
 103   RICHARD MCGLINCEY                   320.00  
 124   ALFRED STANDISH                   420.00  
 125   PETER PROCTOR                1,510.00  
 144   ADAM MASON                   820.00  
 157   STEVE MCLEAN                     60.00  
 159   MICHAEL MCLEAN                     30.00  
 163   NICHOLOUS PELLEGRINO                     60.00  
 171   BRIAN SAULNIER                1,280.00  
 180   CHRISTINA VIOLETTE                     30.00  
 191   MICHAEL WELCH                   190.00  
 196   JASON JOHNSON                   540.00  
 227   AUDREY WALSH                   280.00  
 229   WILLIAM KEITH                     30.00  
 230   RICHARD GURNEY                     30.00  
 232   DYLAN KEENE                   300.00  
 238   ROBERT RICHARDSON                     30.00  
 243   JESSICA HUTCHINS                1,620.00  
 244   T. DUNNE                     60.00  
 247   SARA JORDANHAZY                     30.00  
 248   CARL HOSKINS                     30.00  
 249   JOSIAH LACOURSE                   100.00  
 250   ROBERT FOSSETT                   130.00  
 262   KELLY THERRIEN                     60.00  
 264   MORGAN WASS                   370.00  
 266   ADAM KING                     30.00  
 267   STEPHANIE DONEGAN                   120.00  
         02 - Employer Cost                   660.18  
  00279 - SPECIALTY VEHICLES,            204,194.00   
  00572 - GREENWOOD            336,320.00   
  01314 - TOWN OF ALFRED                   550.00   
  01335 - Humana                   238.39   
  01391 - ANTHEM BLUE CROSS                   103.90   
  00017 - TOWN OF                1,350.00   
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  00217 - BUXTON FIRE &                   825.00   
  00451 - TOWN OF STANDISH                1,500.00   
  00696 - STRYKER SALES              15,703.60   
  00797 - TOWN OF HOLLIS                1,100.00   
  01201 - SMHC-WORKWELL                     71.00   
  01247 - MEDICAL                7,239.65   
  01337 - WESTBROOK FIRE                   300.00   
  01400 - TOWN OF LYMAN DBA                   700.00   
  01403 - City of Sanford Fire                   375.00   
  00820-TOWN OF SCARBOROUGH                  300.00   
  ACCRUED     
(939.32) 
 
            579,321.40   
     
     17 - Cummings Foundation Grant     
  00089 - ZOLL MEDICAL              51,639.06   
  00279 - SPECIALTY VEHICLES,                1,588.95   
  53,228.01             53,228.01   -  
     
      
21 - Morton-Kelly Charitable Tr. Gr  
   
  01333 - JACOBS GLASS, INC.              10,000.00   
  10,000.00             10,000.00   -  
     
     22 - Belvedere Historical Preservat     
  01333 - JACOBS GLASS, INC.                7,500.00   
  7,500.00               7,500.00                    -  
     
     23 - Narragansett Number One     
  01333 - JACOBS GLASS, INC.                7,500.00   
  7,500.00               7,500.00                    -  
  DEBITS CREDITS ENDING 
 BALANCE 
 
 
 
SECRETARY OF STATE 
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    305-00  BMV Reg Fee 260,789.66 260,118.96 3,130.79 
  260,789.66 260,118.96        3,130.79  
     
    305-04  Animal Welfare 864.00 826.00  
  864.00 826.00 149.00 
     
     
INLAND FISHERIES    
    305-05  IF & W 52,206.34 50,229.54 4,684.50 
     
  52,206.34 50,229.54 4,684.50 
     
SALT    
MORTON SALT 48,718.95 48,719.27 0.60 
  48,718.95             48,719.27                0.60  
     
TOWN HALL RENTAL    
  1,175.00 1,200.00 96.54 
    
1,175.00  
             1,200.00              96.54  
     
OTHER EXCISE    
  454.76 2143.67 1,688.91 
    1,688.91 
     
VITALS     
  406.8 473.60 66.80 
    66.80 
     
 STATE PLUMBING FEES  2,439.00               2,564.00            125.00  
              125.00  
 FEDERAL TAX WITHHELD    
39,293.16  
           39,293.16                    -  
     
 
 STATE TAX WITHHELD  
  
26,322.28  
  
 26,322.28  
  
  -  
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Tax Collector's Report 2017 
     
 FICA/MED  78,658.60             78,658.60                    -  
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2017 Real Estate Tax Commitment $4,328,850.32 
Collected for 2017 $3,919,965.41 
Real Estate Abatements 2017 $779.30 
Over payment Refunds and Adjustments ($26,447.86) 
 
Taxes Collected 2017 Real Estae $3,894,296.85 
Total Taxes Due for 2017 as of December 31, 2017 $434,553.47 
2017 Personal Property Tax Commitment $23,899.68 
Supplementals 2017 Personal Property $0.00 
Total 2017 Personal Property Tax Collected 
 
$22,970.43 
Total 2017 Personal Property Tax Outstanding $929.25 
Motor Vehicle Excise Tax collected by Tax Collector $540,904.06 
Motor Vehicle Excise Tax collected by Rapid Renewal $59,083.22 
Total Motor Vehicle Excise Collected 2017 
 
$599,987.28 
Total Agent and Clerk Fees Collected 2017 
 
$15,307.65 
Boat Excise Tax Fees On-Line $1,781.60 
Boat Excise Tax Collected by Tax Collector $6,506.40 
Total Boat Excise Collected 2017 
 
$8,288.00 
Dog Handling Fees Collected 2017 $400.00 
Monies Collected for State of Maine 2015 
Bureau Of Motor Vehicles $260,118.96 
Inland Fisheries $50,184.54 
Animal Welfare $826.00 
Vital Statistics 
 
$385.60 
Total Fees Collected for State of Maine  $311,515.10 
Out of Town Motor Vehicle Excise 2017 $2,143.67 
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 2017 Unpaid Taxes   
        
Original Payment / Amount 
Acct Name ---- Tax Adjustments Due 
332 A.E.R. REALTY 3,476.59 300.00 3,176.59 
1050 AIKEN, MICHAEL 2,938.01 0.00 2,938.01 
1049 AIKEN, MICHAEL R. 981.98 0.00 981.98 
2103 AIKEN, MICHAEL R. 316.26 0.00 316.26 
13 ALEXANDER, PATRICIA R. 1,017.15 0.00 1,017.15 
618 ALLEN, DOREEN 348.28 0.00 348.28 
310 ALLEN, WESTON D. 3,048.26 3.36 3,044.90 
1266 ANDERSON, MARK K. 3,917.70 0.00 3,917.70 
2006 BALDWIN, DANIEL AND CHARLENE M. 85.82 0.00 85.82 
Paid*** 1320 BEDARD BUILDERS, INC 1,875.24 0.00 1,875.24 
468 BENSON, COBURN B. 5,313.45 0.00 5,313.45 
500 BENSON, COBURN B. 1,860.86 0.00 1,860.86 
501 BENSON, COBURN B. 2,501.07 0.00 2,501.07 
Paid*** 550 BERTRAND, JOSEPH B. 3,758.01 1,547.30 2,210.71 
494 BLACKROCK CASTLE PROPERTIES, 
LLC 
2,423.86 1,410.28 1,013.58 
Paid*** 54 BLANCK, MICHAEL W. 1,595.90 0.58 1,595.32 
3535 BOUDREAU, BLAKE 2,335.60 0.00 2,335.60 
2713 BOUDREAU, SUSAN 53.38 0.00 53.38 
1564 BRACKETT, NATHANIEL P. JR., 2,000.31 0.00 2,000.31 
TRUSTEE 
1806 BREWER, RICHARD C. III 1,916.21 0.00 1,916.21 
2068 BROWN, ROBERT A. 3,048.29 0.00 3,048.29 
2410 BROWN-LUCIER, DENISE 2,495.21 0.00 2,495.21 
74 BUCKLESS, ANTHONY 4,832.18 0.00 4,832.18 
186 BUCKLESS, SHAWN P. 3,268.83 0.00 3,268.83 
Paid*** 1581 BURNS, THOMAS B. 2,674.78 0.00 2,674.78 
1613 CARGILL, DONALD 80.33 0.00 80.33 
1693 CARGILL, DONALD M. 136.08 0.00 136.08 
Paid*** 522 CARROLL, ANTHONY 4,941.44 980.10 3,961.34 
Paid*** 928 CARROLL, ANTHONY 1,506.09 787.29 718.80 
416 CARROLL, ANTHONY R. 2,157.84 0.00 2,157.84 
Paid*** 515 CARROLL, ANTHONY R. 315.00 0.00 315.00 
82 CARROLL, NANCY W. TRUSTEE 2,965.00 0.00 2,965.00 
Paid*** 852 CASAZZA, EDWARD 86.80 0.00 86.80 
1150 CHAVES, VICTOR F. 189.00 2.50 186.50 
1315 CHAVES, VICTOR F. 125.91 0.00 125.91 
2320 CIA SALVAGE 392.49 0.00 392.49 
1 CIA SALVAGE, INC. 787.50 0.00 787.50 
89 CIA SALVAGE, INC. 735.53 0.00 735.53 
604 CIA SALVAGE, INC. 1,448.57 0.00 1,448.57 
2425 CIA SALVAGE, INC. 3,033.72 0.00 3,033.72 
406 COCHRAN, KIRT J. REALTY TRUST 1,208.67 0.00 1,208.67 
Paid*** 754 COGILL, BRIAN 817.16 0.00 817.16 
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Paid*** 775 COGILL, PAUL 258.36 0.00 258.36 
1372 COLE, CAROLE A, 1,384.14 1,322.62 61.52 
Paid*** 228 COLLINS, MICHAEL 2,972.45 0.00 2,972.45 
665 CONCANNON, DAVID 2,036.24 12.45 2,023.79 
1763 CONDON, DENNIS M. 195.30 0.00 195.30 
224 CONNELL, AMY C. 3,372.64 0.00 3,372.64 
704 CORBIN, LINDA 4,961.17 0.00 4,961.17 
751 CORBIN, LINDA 1,037.88 0.00 1,037.88 
1975 CORBIN, LINDA M 4,959.45 0.00 4,959.45 
485 CORBIN, LINDA M. 1,689.61 0.00 1,689.61 
664 CORBIN, LINDA M. 2,414.82 0.00 2,414.82 
1972 CORBIN, LINDA M. 551.25 0.00 551.25 
1973 CORBIN, LINDA M. 3,352.34 0.00 3,352.34 
2504 CORBIN, LINDA M. 883.58 0.00 883.58 
2967 CORBIN, LINDA M. 1,217.36 0.00 1,217.36 
Paid*** 1784 CORMIER, VERONICA A. 1,458.04 0.00 1,458.04 
1079 COUGHLIN, JAMES M. 2,249.82 0.00 2,249.82 
1329 COX, JEFFREY T. 1,584.04 0.00 1,584.04 
Paid*** 1876 COX, TERRY 1,893.92 0.00 1,893.92 
1970 CROSBY, DAVID M. 222.39 0.00 222.39 
Paid*** 1460 CURRERI, PAUL M., TRUSTEE 4,716.57 0.00 4,716.57 
114 DANDREO, JASON V. 365.40 0.00 365.40 
116 DANDREO, JASON V. 2,081.50 0.00 2,081.50 
136 DANDREO, JOHN M. 401.56 0.00 401.56 
Paid*** 21 DAVISON, EDWARD 472.50 0.00 472.50 
1438 DELLA PIANA, FERDINAND 187.74 0.00 187.74 
1124 DEUTSCH, HERBERT LIVING TRUST 30.24 0.00 30.24 
Paid*** 2 DIPIETRO, PAUL J. 4,820.16 0.00 4,820.16 
566 DONAGHUE, PATRICK J. 2,703.05 0.00 2,703.05 
1901 DOUCETTE, NANCY 2,421.52 0.00 2,421.52 
717 DUCHENE, DARLENE J. 2,316.67 373.79 1,942.88 
3531 DUQUETTE, RAELYN M.. 520.54 0.00 520.54 
1868 ELLIS, LYNDA J. 1,719.11 300.00 1,419.11 
2090 ESTEY, FREDA A. 189.00 0.00 189.00 
900 ESTY, MICHAEL O. 527.39 0.00 527.39 
3203 FEDERAL HOME LOAN MORTGAGE 33.08 0.00 33.08 
CORP 
491 FERGUSON, RICHARD L. 904.48 0.00 904.48 
954 FERGUSON, RICHARD L. 3,467.16 0.00 3,467.16 
115 FLANAGAN, CATHY J. 346.50 0.00 346.50 
119 FLANAGAN, CATHY J. 431.55 0.00 431.55 
387 FOGG, JOHN H. 1,985.95 0.00 1,985.95 
498 FORTNEY, JAMES H. 3,865.38 0.00 3,865.38 
597 FORTNEY, JAMES H. 937.93 0.00 937.93 
1993 FREDERICK, MICHAEL E., TRUSTEE 4,031.86 0.00 4,031.86 
1605 GAMMON, ROBIN L. 2,758.08 1,474.61 1,283.47 
891 GARLAND, DAVID M. 587.16 0.00 587.16 
2353 GARLAND, DAVID M. 311.22 0.00 311.22 
2406 GARLAND, DAVID M. 1,099.46 0.00 1,099.46 
Paid*** 103 GARLAND, ROBERT J. 839.30 399.17 440.13 
Paid*** 1277 GATTI, FRANK M. 2,291.09 2,271.23 19.86 
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1956 GIL, WALDEMAR 3,165.34 0.00 3,165.34 
Paid*** 218 GILBO, GARY F. 3,306.89 0.00 3,306.89 
1711 GILDAY, JUDITH JO MCCOY 2,771.65 0.00 2,771.65 
649 GILPATRICK, JOSEPHINE E. 1,693.28 0.00 1,693.28 
1938 GIRARD, SHAWN 441.00 0.00 441.00 
1939 GIRARD, SHAWN 6,544.46 0.00 6,544.46 
1940 GIRARD, SHAWN T. 1,760.05 0.00 1,760.05 
1100 GLIDDEN, JUSTIN 2,278.54 280.34 1,998.20 
1103 GLIDDEN, JUSTIN F. 475.65 0.00 475.65 
Paid*** 713 GOOCH, CANDACE E. 4,441.20 0.00 4,441.20 
Paid*** 567 GOSINE, MICHAEL W. 3,542.66 0.00 3,542.66 
239 GRANT, PHIL W. 2,607.59 0.00 2,607.59 
955 GREENE, RICHARD E. 2,144.52 0.00 2,144.52 
126 GRIFFITH, ANTHONY B. JR. 937.80 0.00 937.80 
Paid*** 772 HARDY, DEBORAH 1,762.87 900.83 862.04 
Paid*** 324 HART, NOEL P. 3,526.09 3,486.19 39.90 
1363 HAYWARD, KEITH D. 2,022.25 0.00 2,022.25 
1082 HEIRS OF DAILY, ROBERT 507.94 0.00 507.94 
3489 HENRY, STEVEN D. 1,828.56 0.00 1,828.56 
778 HERTEL FAMILY TRUST 371.70 0.00 371.70 
146 HILL, JAMES JR. 2,503.38 0.00 2,503.38 
Paid*** 1785 HOMEVEST, LLC 536.15 0.00 536.15 
62 HONDEL, JAMES W. 2,831.46 0.00 2,831.46 
595 HOOPER, GENEVA A. 2,059.16 24.18 2,034.98 
786 HOOSE, ROBIN A. 4,311.34 100.00 4,211.34 
Paid*** 2771 HOVEY, JOHN 33.93 0.00 33.93 
Paid*** 2803 HOVEY, JOHN 34.15 0.00 34.15 
Paid*** 2886 HOVEY, JOHN 34.22 0.00 34.22 
Paid*** 2922 HOVEY, JOHN 34.26 0.00 34.26 
Paid*** 2930 HOVEY, JOHN 34.04 0.00 34.04 
Paid*** 2946 HOVEY, JOHN 33.93 1.34 32.59 
3405 HOVEY, JOHN 33.42 0.00 33.42 
403 HUNT, MATTHEW A. 1,016.62 984.34 32.28 
Paid*** 1480 IRONS, LINDA 30.24 0.00 30.24 
1590 JANARD, CHRISTOPHER P. 88.20 0.00 88.20 
650 JCC PROPERTIES, LLC 1,373.16 0.00 1,373.16 
3466 JENKINS, DAVID 912.33 0.00 912.33 
442 JORDAN, MICHELE A. 2,147.40 0.00 2,147.40 
1969 KASPRZYK, PETER AND ELIZABETH 484.22 0.00 484.22 
1375 KELSEY, PATRICIA A. IRREVOCABLE 1,258.96 0.00 1,258.96 
TRUST 
342 KIELY, ELISE M. TRUSTEE 3,294.32 0.00 3,294.32 
Paid*** 915 KREBS, STEPHEN M. 1,260.68 800.00 460.68 
1135 LARKIN, JAMES M. 1,279.81 145.37 1,134.44 
666 LEAL, ENRICO V. 2,281.25 2,193.10 88.15 
Paid*** 632 LELAND, ROBERT L. 1,225.35 0.00 1,225.35 
2121 LEPAGE, CHRISTINE E. 433.13 0.00 433.13 
Paid*** 2018 LEPAGE, MARK 91.98 0.00 91.98 
918 LEPAGE, MARK C. 1,932.32 0.00 1,932.32 
919 LEPAGE, MARK C. 220.50 0.00 220.50 
2153 LEPAGE, TARA J. 405.09 0.00 405.09 
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477 LIBBY, BRADFORD 4,021.59 0.00 4,021.59 
881 LUCIER FAMILY TRUST 546.65 0.00 546.65 
870 LUCIER, RONALD 92.94 0.00 92.94 
Paid*** 2091 MANSFIELD, DEBORAH J. 2,793.53 0.00 2,793.53 
559 MARBY, DENISE M. 5,073.17 0.00 5,073.17 
1751 MARSZALEK, FREDERICK W. JR. 3,570.89 11.74 3,559.15 
287 MATHES, RUSSELL 705.47 0.00 705.47 
758 MECAP, LLC 2,241.30 11.49 2,229.81 
Paid*** 30 METTS, SANDRA, LIFE ESTATE 3,694.59 0.00 3,694.59 
998 MICHAUD, DEBROAH L. 2,001.84 0.00 2,001.84 
953 MORIN, KERI E. 1,708.48 0.00 1,708.48 
187 MORLEY, DENNIS B. 6,474.31 7.20 6,467.11 
2047 MORLEY, DENNIS B. 31.50 0.00 31.50 
2306 MORSE, DONALD F. III 412.02 0.00 412.02 
2393 MORSE, DONALD F. III 452.03 0.00 452.03 
2397 MORSE, DONALD F. III 437.85 0.00 437.85 
824 MYERS, SEAN 129.76 0.00 129.76 
481 NAPPI, DAVID W. 2,202.75 0.00 2,202.75 
2002 NASON, PAUL D. 1,837.36 1,200.00 637.36 
1855 NEAL, JOHN & DENISE 3,218.69 0.00 3,218.69 
Paid*** 422 NEEDHAM, CELIA A. 924.07 0.00 924.07 
2269 NEMET, JEFFERY AND CICELLA O. 1,001.15 0.00 1,001.15 
Paid*** 3532 NEVERS RONALD A 2,024.46 1,798.74 225.72 
361 NICHOLS, HAZEL C. 2,622.47 0.00 2,622.47 
327 NICHOLS, MARK J. 98.04 0.00 98.04 
355 NICHOLS, MARK J. 2,581.19 0.00 2,581.19 
363 NICHOLS, MARK J. 2,262.30 0.00 2,262.30 
590 NORTON, FRANK B. 2,732.75 0.00 2,732.75 
269 NOTA, SUSAN J. 3,645.34 0.00 3,645.34 
1365 O'BRIEN, PATRICK 1,182.31 0.00 1,182.31 
Paid*** 1812 OLIVER, CATHRYN MARTIN 3,604.91 0.00 3,604.91 
Paid*** 1348 O'MALLEY, THOMAS J. 103.95 0.00 103.95 
Paid*** 471 PAINE, THOMAS L. 1,912.98 0.00 1,912.98 
1654 PALIN, JEAN J. 23.94 0.00 23.94 
3486 PARADIS, SCOTT R. 1,799.48 0.00 1,799.48 
913 PARKER, BONNIE L. 1,064.72 0.00 1,064.72 
282 PARKER, DEAN 1,275.31 0.00 1,275.31 
Paid*** 1227 PHELPS, PATRICIA 33.08 0.00 33.08 
1859 PODLASKI, RONALD J. JR. 666.24 0.00 666.24 
Paid*** 2415 POLCARO, SUSANNA 4,242.28 0.00 4,242.28 
1547 POMERLEAU, ROBERT M. 86.14 0.00 86.14 
2799 POST, HERBERT 65.90 62.97 2.93 
867 POWELL, WANDA 96.83 0.00 96.83 
Paid*** 785 PROKEY DEVELOPMENT, INC. 2,171.81 0.00 2,171.81 
Paid*** 2394 PROKEY DEVELOPMENT, INC. 162.29 0.00 162.29 
Paid*** 2395 PROKEY DEVELOPMENT, INC. 162.29 0.00 162.29 
Paid*** 2396 PROKEY DEVELOPMENT, INC. 171.11 0.00 171.11 
Paid*** 2398 PROKEY DEVELOPMENT, INC. 369.12 0.00 369.12 
Paid*** 2307 PROKEY, DONALD E. 406.35 0.00 406.35 
233 PROVENCHER, JEAN D. 692.21 0.00 692.21 
Paid*** 564 PROVENCHER, JEAN D. 5,183.03 0.00 5,183.03 
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1840 RAMSDELL, DENNIS R 1,629.34 0.00 1,629.34 
Paid*** 280 REAVES, JANE C. 2,630.77 0.00 2,630.77 
1750 REINHART, RICHARD J., TRUSTEE 4,390.99 0.00 4,390.99 
1966 RICARDO, FRANK R. 5,285.46 0.00 5,285.46 
117 RICHARDS, WAYNE M. 484.61 0.00 484.61 
3536 RIDEOUT, NICOLE A 2,335.60 0.00 2,335.60 
1795 ROBERGE, ERNEST A. JR. 1,712.32 0.00 1,712.32 
Paid*** 1152 ROBERGE, THOMAS B. 2,028.77 0.00 2,028.77 
1963 ROBERTS, DAVID B. AND NANCY E. 2,704.91 500.00 2,204.91 
1913 ROSENSTEIN, ANDREW M. 1,453.73 0.00 1,453.73 
112 RUMBOLT, STEVEN B. CUSTODIAN 381.15 0.00 381.15 
Paid*** 735 RYAN, ROBERT E. 2,632.17 0.00 2,632.17 
99 SALEH, CHAOUKI A. 1,157.63 34.27 1,123.36 
1954 SANBORN, FORREST JR. 1,452.18 0.00 1,452.18 
1962 SANBORN, FORREST JR. 2,752.38 0.00 2,752.38 
1838 SARANTAKIS, GERALD E. 2,901.97 0.00 2,901.97 
2417 SARGEANT, VIRGIL 360.44 0.00 360.44 
1092 SAVOIE, JAMES 1,904.25 0.00 1,904.25 
144 SAWYER, PERRY T. 3,012.63 1,500.00 1,512.63 
439 SCHWARZ, LISA M. 1,354.15 0.00 1,354.15 
572 SLEEPER, GEORGE 5,271.27 1,258.13 4,013.14 
699 SLEEPER, GEORGE J. 8,883.00 2,860.86 6,022.14 
Paid*** 1252 SMITH, MELISSA M. 2,254.11 2.78 2,251.33 
Paid*** 1494 SMITH, RANDALL R. TRUSTEE 2,014.28 0.00 2,014.28 
2424 SMITH, WILLIAM W. 487.94 0.00 487.94 
1023 SNOW, DIANE J. 345.24 0.00 345.24 
755 ST. CYR, GREGORY 2,118.64 2,099.76 18.88 
613 ST. PIERRE, LAURA E., HEIRS 1,544.30 0.00 1,544.30 
517 STITSON, GENE R. 1,134.20 0.00 1,134.20 
1548 SULLIVAN, CHRISTOPHER 1,544.96 0.00 1,544.96 
Paid*** 421 SWEATT, KIMBERLY A. 2,725.07 0.00 2,725.07 
610 TEN MAPLE STREET, LLC 4,189.93 0.00 4,189.93 
2641 THERIAULT, CAM 33.23 0.00 33.23 
75 THOMAS, PETER W. 3,406.28 0.00 3,406.28 
807 THORNE, CLIFFORD A. JR. 359.19 0.00 359.19 
Paid*** 641 TIBBETTS, GLEN & DEEDEE 1,116.12 0.00 1,116.12 
63 TROIANO, JOSEPH 4,133.95 0.00 4,133.95 
2008 TW PROPERTIES, LLC 10,572.98 0.00 10,572.98 
3463 VACCARO, GLEN 2,684.95 0.00 2,684.95 
207 WALSH, PETER D., TRUSTEE 3,565.36 0.00 3,565.36 
Paid*** 1950 WARE, WILLIARD T. 3,250.88 1,996.11 1,254.77 
238 WARNOCK, DONALD J. 2,797.06 0.00 2,797.06 
Paid*** 1945 WATSON, MYRON HAL 3,053.45 0.00 3,053.45 
249 WENTWORTH, ROBERT B. 3,352.01 5.45 3,346.56 
747 WHITELEY, LARRY 1,992.72 0.00 1,992.72 
Paid*** 1541 WHITTY, PAUL A. TRUSTEE 1,606.19 0.00 1,606.19 
Paid*** 3508 WILD, CORY 238.77 0.00 238.77 
Paid*** 156 WILLIAMS, RUTH M. 2,050.65 0.00 2,050.65 
380 WILSON, ROBERT 1,500.36 0.00 1,500.36 
246 WILSON, ROBIN J. & LEO E. 2,952.38 0.00 2,952.38 
1729 WOODSOME, CLARENCE E. 308.70 9.53 299.17 
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124 WOODSOME, CLARENCE E. JR. 180.18 0.00 180.18 
125 WOODSOME, CLARENCE E. JR. 3,323.20 18.57 3,304.63 
1687 WOODSOME, CLARENCE E. JR. 1,976.00 0.00 1,976.00 
1689 WOODSOME, CLARENCE E. JR. 1,088.33 0.00 1,088.33 
1726 WOODSOME, GARY 2,488.50 0.00 2,488.50 
190 WOODSOME, NANCY L. 506.21 9.47 496.74 
Paid*** 166 WORCESTER, STEPHEN B. 1,900.60 750.00 1,150.60 
 
 
1777 ZAVARES, NICHOLAS 1,668.89 0.00 1,668.89 
469,487.74 34,495.86 434,991.88 
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T 
T'OWN CLTRx:s 'R!E'PO'R.T' 
:MarrialJes fr'mn 
January l. 2017 - X)ecepi.i;er 31. 2017 
'lliere were a to'taCof22 :Marriages 
08/0312017 Casey P. Sullh-an & Lori A. Lafontaine 
0312412017 Stephen D. :\lalmude & Christine :\L Sears 
05/06/2017 Joshua L . "llson & Kristal A. Blanchard 
05/12!2017 Eric A. Cressey & Ashley R. Hanna 
05!20/lOl 7 Trey :\1. ~orris & Samantha :\L Ames 
05!2712017 Joshua J . Tharpe & Elizabeth~- Bishop 
05/28/2017 :'.'lcholas T. Borr & Jellllifer L . Balao 
06/0812017 Shawn P. Ly oDS & Sarah E . Buchanan 
06/l 712017 :\lichael R. Blankenship & Sheila :\L Sanfason 
06/24/2017 l\lichael P. Hanes & Gretchen E . Carroll 
07/2912017 Eric J . Strout & A1111-:'.\1arie Doiron 
08101/2017 :\lichelle i\L Glorietn: & Suzanne :'.\latthews 
09/1612017 Daniel J. Bw-nham & ~icole L . JohDS 
09/16/2017 Joshua R . Thyng & S tephalllli B. Phillips 
09/ l 712017 Christopher J . S teYens & CoDStance L . Cormier r' 
1:1 09/30(2017 Con- J. Brulotte & Julie :\I. Caron ~ \...~I'' . k__lOf07,t2011 ~Jd_F. Harrop Jr. & Samantha L "Z'\adeau ..L-J,. 
1011412017 Thomas \Y. Bshara & A111elia C . \Yorthing I 
10/3112011 Robert D . :\lorrissette & \"alerie A. "igham 
11/0'f/2017 ~wn.;~L..pper &:Kristina M. Bendixen 
•• JWlf12CJj!i lilfisf!W!aer '\\.·. Riaaiid :& :\ler-edyth (;;. Clements 
11708/2017 sein . .t'.Vood &Darlma Y~CYdko'"a 
J " l 
-Conerarufat:ions! 
:May Your :M.arria(Je 'Be jf.1Lu£tvitfi 'Undeviating Sacrifices, 
:Never 'Endi:ng .Love .J\na'Und.erstandi:n9, Ji\na .'Above .J\L4 
:May It .Last jorf!:Ver. 
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TOWN OF LIMERICK 
BOARD OF SELECTMEN’S REPORT 
 
In 2017 the Town of Limerick saw some very exciting changes that took place as a result of money 
appropriated by voters and hard work by committee members: 
Jacobs Glass of Winslow, Maine won the bid to professionally restore and reinstall the windows on the 
second floor of the brick town hall, that project was completed in late spring; see the report and photos 
contained herein by the Handicap Accessibility and Revitalization Committee. The Selectmen thank that 
committee who have worked with our grant writer John Cleveland and Architect William Hamilton on the 
handicap bathroom completed in 2016, this window project, as well as the handicap ramp project for our 
brick town hall. 
Voters approved $50,000.00 to be set aside from the capital reserve account to fund the construction of a 
handicapped accessibility ramp at the brick town hall. The construction was completed in December, the 
ramp was built and the original granite steps raised and reset by Jason Demoss of Demacon Company of 
Hollis. The railings to be built and installed by LMC Light Iron Inc. will be completed in the spring. 
Finalizing the project with paving the handicap parking spaces, a path to the rear parking lot, exterior 
lighting along the ramp and landscaping will be completed in the spring if voters approve the funds to 
complete this project. 
Limerick residents voted to expend $30,000.00 from the capital reserve account to rebuild the retaining 
wall at Tibbetts Park. The selectmen approved the establishment of the Tibbetts Park Revitalization 
Committee a large committee of volunteers who raised over $55,000.00 for three granite monuments 
memorializing all wars from the Revolutionary War until the present. These monuments are engraved 
with the names of those Limerick men and women who either joined or were drafted while living in 
Limerick. There are no words to express the sincere gratitude we all feel toward the service of these men 
and women and to the committee who  worked tirelessly to make our park the focal point of our 
community. 
The second phase of improving our baseball and soccer fields with an irrigation system went operational 
in 2017; there is a third phase of the system by enlarging our fields being considered for future expansion. 
The town took delivery of both a new ambulance and a new firetruck both of these pieces of vital 
equipment were bought without taxation; these vehicles were paid for through a billing company and an 
account set up to collect money for ambulance service paid for by insurance companies for ambulance 
services.  
Future projects include replacing hundred year old water and sewer pipes on Main Street; the town’s 
application has been accepted and the project is in the running for a Community Development Block 
Grant for this project; this grant would award the town seventy-five percent of the total projected cost of 
replacement of both water and sewer lines. This project must be completed before we can proceed with 
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Main Street Revitalization which would include the construction new sidewalks, installing some 
additional lighting and trees on Maine Street. 
On March 9th the voters will consider a ballot question to see if the town should establish a Capital Project 
Reserve Account for the future construction of a proposed new fire station by transferring $800,000.00 
from the unassigned (undesignated) fund balance into this proposed reserve account. 
The selectmen continue meeting weekly on Monday nights at 7 PM, all meeting are shown on cable 
Channel 5 or can be replayed on your computer or smartphone at www.src-tv.org.  
The Board of Selectmen welcome any and all suggestions or concerns and we do our best to address them 
all. 
Please join us for town meeting on Saturday March 10, 2018 at 10 o’clock in the morning at the Brick 
Town Hall and vote on Friday March 9th from 8 AM to 8 PM at the Municipal Building. 
Respectfully: 
Limerick Board of Selectmen 
Joanne L. Andrews – Chairman 
John M. Medici 
Roland C. LePage Jr. 
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Code Enforcement Report 2017 
 
The new year brought about some changes in the Code Enforcement Office.  Ron Phinney retired at the 
end of April and I took over on May 1st. 
I want to ask everyone who is thinking of doing any kind of building project to call and verify whether a 
permit is required or not.  Please be aware per Town of Limerick Zoning Ordinance that, for every 
structure or relocation of a structure, a permit is required. 
You can see from the statistics below 2017 was a very busy year with a significant amount of growth.  
The end of 2017 brought a bit of a lull which, from my perspective, was a welcome change.  The lull 
created an opportunity to clean up some open permits and create an agenda for the coming year. 
I would like to recommend a few changes in our ordinance and perhaps re-structure our Fee Schedule.  I 
hope to have those changes ready for the June election.  Proposed changes give us a bit more authority to 
address re-occurring complaints that have been received by this office. 
2018 is expected to bring a consistent amount of growth.  The Code Office has received a significant 
amount of inquiries for the spring of the year which lends to the fact we may have an increase of growth 
from 2017. 
          Permits issued for 2017 
 
New homes  13    Mobile homes     2 
Steel Building    1    Demolitions     5 
Additions    3    Decks/Stairs   24 
Remodeling   12    Swimming Pools/Docks   4 
Sheds & Barns 20    Permit Renewals  10 
Garages/Car Ports 17    Miscellaneous     7 
Solar Panels    2    Cancelled Permits    2 
Septic Permits  23    Internal Plumbing Permits 30 
Total permit fees collected in 2017 - $32,536.00 
Respectfully Submitted 
Michael Gilpatrick, 
Code Enforcement Officer 
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HEALTH OFFICER 
Once again the highest priority for public health in our area remains to be immunizations.  In the past this 
seemed to be a concern for young children starting Kindergarten.  It is still a priority for children of this 
age.  There are also many immunizations that pertain to adults such as influenza, pneumonia and shingles.  
Please talk to your Primary Care Provider as these will be available at their office. 
Please remember to do routine fire alarm and carbon monoxide inspections.  In many cases this is our 
earliest warning of a potential danger in our homes. 
Please feel free to visit the Center for Disease Control (CDC) website at - https://www.cdc.gov 
 
ADDRESSING OFFICER 
As Addressing Officer I am responsible for every home being labeled with its perspective address.  Our 
ordinance states that every home shall have its number posted near the front door with 4” high numbers.  
It is imperative to our First Responders in the event you or someone in your home should need their 
assistance. 
It is also required that each street be labeled and a sign placed at each end of the road.  This can be a bit 
difficult to monitor due to accidents, vandalism and snow removal.  So any help that you can provide 
would be greatly appreciated.  If you notice one missing in your area, please notify my office so I can 
have them replaced as soon as possible. 
Respectfully Submitted 
Michael Gilpatrick 
Health Officer and Addressing Officer 
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LIMERICK TRANSFER STATION & RECYCLING FACILITY 
2017 YEAR END REPORT 
2017 was exceptionally busy, the busiest 1 have seen in the 14 years I've been doing this 
job. We fill at least two containers a week with household waste at the transfer station and we 
consistently take in 30% or more household waste on a weekly basis even though we have door 
to door pick up. 
The "Take It Shop" continues to be very popular with good useable items given to 
residents for re-purposing and re-use, every item that goes through the shop saves the town 
tipping fees and hauling costs. We were saddened when we lost our good friend Celia Needham 
who volunteered for several years at the take it shop, everyone loved Celia and she loved 
everyone back, we will all miss her. 
Residents disposed of over 15 tons of electronics which are picked up and shipped to 
Central Maine where a company disassembles them and recycles the components; the company 
also picked up over 4,500 feet of fluorescent bulbs and hundreds of compact fluorescent bulbs. 
A big thank you to all who participate in voluntary recycling we wish more single - sort 
recycling was brought down to the transfer station because every ton that we recycle will save 
$70.50; this year we shipped over 1,300 tons of household waste to be incinerated for energy and 
that costs taxpayers just over under $95,000.00 we did save an additional $8,000.00 by recycling. 
Last year we voted to transfer from the Capital Project Reserve Account $25,000.00 to 
build a 22 foot wide by 34 foot deep addition to the 2-bay garage building for expansion of the 
electronic waste area and increase the take it shop so we can take good useable furniture and 
building materials. We decided to roll over the $25,000 transfer and hold off on construction 
until 2018 and are planning the addition of water and bathroom facilities which will be more than 
welcomed by the employees. There is an article to transfer an additional $17,500.00 to complete 
the building, septic system, deep well pump and bath fixtures, the drilled well is being donated 
by Western Maine Water Wells and is truly appreciated. 
Please remember to check your local news channels for storm closings and the town web 
site for holiday closings. Stickers are available at the transfer station with proof of residency. 
Respectfully submitted: 
Joanne L Andrews 
Maine Licensed Transfer Station Operator & Limerick Solid Waste Manager 
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TOWN OF LIMERICK 
ANIMAL CONTROL ANNUAL REPORT 
In 20171 responded to calls concerning missing dogs and cats as well as many calls for dogs 
roaming at large; most owners were identified and I was able to reunite owner and pet before 
taking them to the shelter. The Town of Limerick uses the Animal Welfare Society Shelter in 
West Kennebunk; the average for lost pets is still very high with up to seventy calls a year. I also 
handle other domesticated animals including farm animals and rabbits. 
I deal with other issues including animal abuse complaints sent to me by both the State of 
Maine and individuals. I deal with dangerous dog complaints, and dog bites with attacks on 
both humans and other animals. I also conduct kennel inspections annually for kennel licensing 
and attend training as required by law. 
The State of Maine contacts me with reports of rabies in the area, please have your animals 
vaccinated against rabies this not only protects them it protects you, your family and neighbors. 
I assist Inland Fisheries and Wildlife when called upon to do so but I do not deal with wild 
animals. 
Please license your dogs it is so much easier to reunite owners with dogs if they have been 
licensed and it may eliminate the expense charged by the shelter if I have to bring your pet 
there because I can't identify you as the owner. 
I may be reached at 207-459-0369, leave me a voice message and I will respond to your call as 
soon as possible. 
Sincerely, 
Wade E Andrews 
Limerick Animal Control Officer 
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Road Commissioner 
2017 Report 
The annual sweeping and cleaning of winter sand from intersections and streets took place in May. 
Paving Program for the summer, 2017 
7,600 feet of Patterson Rd. was hot topped with 2 ~ inch hot top after reclaiming operations took place. 
1,170 feet Foss Rd. was surfaced with 1 inch surface hot top. 
After rebuilding School Street, which consisted of excavation of existing pavement and 24 inches of 
under soil, installing GEO Fabric and adding 3 inch minus gravel from F.R Carroll, Inc. 1,030 feet was hot 
topped 3 inches of hot top. 
Four risers for water main valves were replaced as well as raising 4 manhole covers for the Water & 
Sewer District. 
Gravel roads were graded and gravel was added as needed. 
Roadside mowing was done as well by Gregory LePage. Well Done! 
Respectfully Submitted, 
/?4fl2t~ 
Robert Richardson, Road Commissioner 
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 2017 LIMERICK PLANNING BOARD ANNUAL REPORT  
 
 
In 2017 the Limerick Planning Board held twenty-two regular meetings, six site walks, and several workshops 
many of which followed our regular meetings. The board conducted hearings on six conditional uses and 
completed these by signing findings of facts on five of the six; a busi-ness dealing with a commercial use, a 
salvage business, a recreational cross-country skiing busi-ness, a used car and garage business as well as an 
amended conditional use for extended hours of operation for an existing brewery business. A sixth conditional 
use for a wedding barn was withdrawn by the applicant.  
 
The board worked on legislative updates as well as new definitions to the Limerick Zoning Ordi-nance these 
changes reflect the restructuring of the ordinance with guidance from Southern Maine Planning; these changes 
were adopted by the voters in June as well as articles dealing with marijuana prohibiting retail marijuana 
stores, cultivation facilities, product manufacturing, testing facilities and social clubs.  
The board adopted the use of a new conditional use application with instructions, worked on the board’s by-
laws, and voted to update the towns zoning maps to reflect recent changes.  
There were applications for one minor and two major subdivisions received by the board in 2017, the board 
approved; a six lot major subdivision entitled Doles Woods Subdivision Phase II, the minor subdivision was 
withdrawn and the third major nine lot subdivision entitled Wild-wood Acres is pending review as of the end 
of the year.  
 
The board appointed a committee to create a proposed ordinance entitled Large Scale Water Ex-traction 
Ordinance which will be on the ballot to be voted on March 9, 2018. The board also worked on proposed 
Amendments on Prohibiting Retail Marijuana Use, an ordinance to allow Agronomy in the Business District 
and Updates to the Limerick Shore land Zoning Ordinance also with guidance from Southern Maine Planning.  
The planning board also lost two members to resignations during the year but at years end is a complete board 
with five active members who will continue to work in the best interest of our town.  
 
Respectively submitted;  
 
                        Aaron Carroll – Chairman 
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Annual Report for Limerick Zoning Board of Appeals 2017 
The Boards activities are summarized as follows: 
1) On January 10, 2017, a public hearing was held to review an application for an administrative 
appeal filed by Barbara Fifield of the Planning Boards decision to grant a Conditional Use Permit 
for a used car lot to S. A. McLean, Inc. at Sokokis Trail North Map 17 Lot 66. After reviewing the 
facts and conclusions of law, the board of appeals decided to deny the administrative appeal. 
 
2) On February 8, 2017 a public hearing was held to review an application for an administrative 
appeal filed by Sylvia and Lynn Grey of the Planning Boards decision to grant a conditional use 
permit for an addition to brewery production, manufacturing space, and retail business at Gneiss 
Brewing Company LLC 94 Patterson Rd Limerick Map 53 Lot 6A. After reviewing the facts and 
conclusions of law, the board of appeals decided to approve the administrative appeal.  
3) On August 24, 2017, a public hearing was held to review an application for an administrative 
appeal filed by  Barbara Fifield in regards to the Planning Boards decision to grant a Conditional 
Use Permit to Stephen A McLean for a Seasonal Use Snowshoeing, Cross Country Skiing located 
at Sokokis Trail North  Limerick Tax Map 17 Lot 66. The public meeting was continued to 
September 12, 2017. After reviewing the facts and conclusions of law, the board of appeals 
decided to deny the administrative appeal. 
4) On October 5, 2017, a public meeting was held to review a request by Barbara Fifield to 
reconsider the administrative appeal decision made by the Limerick Zoning Board of Appeals 
dated September 12, 2017 in regards to a conditional use permit granted to Stephen A McLean for 
a Seasonal Use Snowshoeing, Cross Country Skiing located at Sokokis Trail North Limerick Tax 
Map 17 Lot 66 by the Limerick Planning Board. After discussion, the Limerick Zoning Board of 
Appeals decided not to reconsider the Limerick Zoning Board of Appeals administrative appeal 
decision dated September 12, 2017. 
  
Submitted by: 
       Michael Carroll Chair 
       Kim Oliver Co Chair 
       David Coleman Co Chair 
       Stephen McLean 
       Kathy Ward 
       Brad Libby 
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LIMERICK BUDGET COMMITTEE 
 
The responsibility of The Limerick Budget Committee is to review the various town department budgets 
and warrant articles and to make recommendations to the voters so they may have data needed to make an 
informed vote. In the process, the Budget Committee holds televised meetings with department heads as 
they present their budgets. This year we accomplished this between November 14, 2017 and January 5, 
2018.  
 
The Budget Committee recommended to the Board of Selectmen that a purchase order system be 
incorporated to be sure that the money raised by our taxes is spent wisely. If instituted, it will help ensure 
that competitive bids are received before purchases are made and that items purchased are necessary for 
town operations. 
 
An amendment to the Budget Committee ordinance was proposed that would have allowed some town 
employees to be members of the Budget Committee. This ordinance amendment was defeated by the 
voters.  
 
Minutes of Budget Committee meetings are on the town web site at LimerickMe.org. Budget Committee 
members are elected by the citizens of Limerick. There are no stipends paid to Budget Committee 
members. 
 
We hope to see you all at the town meeting March 10, 2018. 
 
The Committee Members are: 
 Gil Harris, Chair 
 Edward Morgan, Vice-chair 
 Denise Benton, Secretary 
 Stephen McLean 
 Bill Jones 
 Justin Reinhardt 
 Howard Burnham 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Gil Harris, Chair 
January 14, 2018 
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TOWN OF LIMERICK PARKS AND RECREATION DEPARTMENT 
2017 SUMMARY 
 
The Parks and Recreation Department had another successful year! The Soccer Program, was 
offered to players age 3 and up to include 9th through 12th grade this past season.  While the Basketball 
Program, was offered to players 3 and up to include grades 7 and 8 this season.  
 
This year, Indoor Soccer was hosted on Saturday mornings at the Line School to all grades. The 
Recreation Department also hosted Adult Basketball at the Line School on Thursday nights for $2 a night.  
 
 A significant amount of work has been done at the ball field and playground this year. The new 
irrigation system has been installed and has worked wonders on our fields. Thank you to all of those who 
materials and time to make this happen. The new playground equipment has been purchased and will be 
installed in the Spring. The bleachers at the ballpark have also been repaired. The ice skating rink is up 
and ready to be used. We thank the Limerick Fire Department for installing and maintaining this for the 
community.  
 
This year we hosted a community cookout in conjunction with the Maine Life Gate Church. Our 
activities, hosted during the Limerick Village Holiday, were once again a huge success. We had over 100 
children of all ages along with their families join in on the fun. 
 
I would like to thank each and every one of the volunteers who give many hours to make the 
Recreation programs as successful as they are. I would also like to give a big thank you to my family; 
Dean, Amanda, Misty, Matthew, Adam and Ashley, who always come through to help and support myself 
and the department. I thank each and every person in the community for supporting our Recreation 
department. 
 
Sincerely,  
Lisa L. LePage  
Recreation Director 
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Tibbetts Veterans Memorial Park Revitalization Committee 
This committee was established in June 2016 to add a monument to honor veterans of all wars. Through the 
research of deeds and charters, it was found that in 1943 Minnie Walker, a Limerick resident, donated the land in 
honor of Hermann K. Tibbetts, Jr. who was killed at Pearl Harbor and remains MIA. He was the the first resident of 
Limerick to lose his life (one of seven) during WWII. She requested in her deed that this property would remain a 
park in memory of veterans of all wars, that a corporation be formed and a sign erected which said “Tibbetts 
Memorial Park” in honor of all who served. The park was dedicated at a Memorial Day Celebration in May of 
1945.  
Researching and verification of veterans from the Revolutionary War to the present was a monumental task. 
Information from many sources was used to be as accurate as possible. 
With a basic design in mind, members of the committee viewed monuments in several towns. It was decided that 
our monument should consist of “New Hampshire” granite because it matched the landscape of our community.  
Proposals from several monument companies were reviewed with prices ranging from $37,000 - $83,000. We 
decided to accept a proposal from Windy Ridge Corporation in Tamworth, N.H.  
Funding was the next order of business which the townspeople overwhelmingly supported. Donations, barbecues, 
pie sales, raffles and granite paver sales for any veteran have made this project a reality. 
Upon inspecting the present rock wall, it was determined that action needed to be taken before erecting monuments 
in close proximity to it. The committee determined that the wall should be a maintenance issue, approached the 
Select Board and the Town to place an article on the 2017 warrant to help fund replacement of the wall. The 
townspeople graciously approved. The old wall was torn down; the new wall was begun shortly after Memorial 
Day and completed by midsummer. Electrical, lighting and water were updated.  
Granite pavers, honoring any veteran, will be placed in adjoining walkways in the front of the monuments. To date 
125 have been sold and will be placed in early spring 2018. 
All monuments and a new sign were in place by November 12th, 2017. Walkways, handicap parking and 
landscaping will be completed before Memorial Day 2018.  
Planning is in progress for a re-dedication ceremony on Memorial Day 2018. 
The Committee wishes to thank everyone who has helped with this revitalization of Tibbetts Memorial Park.  
One last note – Through our research we realized that Hermann K. Tibbetts, Jr.’s unidentified remains were buried 
in Honolulu, HI where he was killed at Hickham Field on Dec. 7, 1941. We have helped to identify “next of kin”, 
DNA has been submitted and it is our hope that his remains will be identified and returned to his final resting place 
with his family in Highland Cemetery.  
Respectfully Submitted, 
Vickie Carroll, Chairman – Denise Benton, Anthony Carroll, Barbara Carroll, Michael Carroll, Janice Day, Edgar 
Dolbec, Steve Foglio, Cecile LePage, Lisa LePage, Amy Paradis, Gerald Provencher, John A. Smith, Bill Stitson, 
Nina Stitson  
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Handicap Accessibility and Revitalization Committee 
 
 Our committee continues to meet monthly with Community Dynamics Corp. of Auburn, Maine 
guided by the comprehensive planning document Code Compliance and Existing Conditions Assessment 
Survey prepared by TTL-architects of Portland, Maine for the Brick Town Hall.   
 The second floor Window Restoration Project was 
completed in June of 2017. Windows were completely removed 
and openings boarded up in April.  In the following weeks casings 
were restored, windows frames were restored or rebuilt. All 
windows were re-glazed; weather stripping applied and painted 
inside and out.  Jacobs Glass, of Winslow, ME., did the restoration 
work and installation.  
 
The Window Restoration Project was  
Funded through the generosity of Limerick  
taxpayers and grants from Morton-Kelly 
Charitable Trust, The Maine Community 
Foundation:  Belvedere Historic Preservation   
the Narragansett Number One Fund 
Foundation.   
  
            Before                                                                                                                                       After 
In March of 2017 the citizens approved funding for a Handicap Accessible Ramp at the Brick 
Town Hall.  To accomplish the necessary specifications required, the front steps also had to be raised 
and reset.   Bill Hamilton of Hamilton & Joy Architects of Auburn, Me. was employed to do the design 
work for the project.   
 In November 2017, mason Jason Demoss of Demacon in Hollis, Maine began by removing the 
granite front steps set in 1860, installing a foundation and a drainage system, raising and then adding a 
new bottom step.  
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This allowed the top step to be at the same elevation as the first floor and the ramp was constructed to 
intersect with it.  In December the ramp was situated on the north side of the building going towards the 
corner intersection of Route 5 (Main Street) and Route 160.  ADA code compliant handrails for the ramp 
and steps will be added in early 2018 by Steve Hamilton of Light Ironworks, Limerick, Me.   
  
            Meetings were held with both Maine Historic Preservation Commission and Department of 
Transportation (D.O.T.) in Augusta, to review drawings and specifications to acquire all necessary 
approvals.   Limerick Code Officer Michael Gilpatrick also reviewed project plans. 
 The project was a cooperative effort of our committee, the Select Board, project leader John 
Cleveland of Community Dynamics Corp and Bill Hamilton. 
 The committee hopes to have ramp access paths and lighting completed in 2018.  We will also 
continue to identify and apply for grants that will aid in funding revitalization projects.  Once again, we 
would like to thank the citizens of Limerick, and the Select Board for their support of our efforts. 
Respectfully submitted,  
Martha Hamilton-Smith, Gail Libby, Robert Smyth and Wendy Thorne  
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SACO RIVER CORRIDOR COMMISSION 
“Communities Working Together To Protect Our Rivers” 
The Saco River Corridor Commission (SRCC) was created with one purpose in mind – to protect the 
rivers in the Saco Basin and all that these rivers represent to the people that live and work here.   The 
legislature provided the start and the performance standards to initiate the program and the cleanliness of 
the river is a testament to that effort.  The Commission’s role is one of partnership.  Each town has an 
opportunity to choose two people to represent them on the board and in this way, the Commission is 
functioning more as a local/regional group working to keep the water clean and to keep Maine looking 
like Maine.  It’s a fact that many people come to Maine from other places.  They arrive proclaiming how 
wonderful Maine is, the clean air, the clean water and all the trees which looks “nothing like where they 
are from”.  Invariably, as areas are built up, the values that people sought out change, bringing 
inappropriate uses to the shore land area that can lead to land and water based problems.   
The Town of Limerick is fortunate to have Toni Carros on the Commission.  The alternate position is 
currently vacant.  Anyone interested in obtaining more information about how to represent your 
community through this Commission should contact the Commission Staff and we will explain the town’s 
role and the individual’s role as well.  In a practical sense, Commissioners give the Town of Limerick an 
opportunity to participate in the present and future development patterns throughout the entire corridor 
from Fryeburg to Saco.  Clean, healthy water is Maine’s greatest asset.  It’s hard to understate this 
important fact.  
We are happy to report the conclusion of our seventeenth successful Saco River Monitoring Program.  
Currently, we have over 10 volunteers monitoring for dissolved oxygen, pH, turbidity, temperature, total 
Kjeldahl nitrogen, total phosphorus, orthophosphate, Alkalinity and Escherichia coli.  We also do macro 
invertebrate testing and conductivity testing at many sites within the corridor.  Our testing takes place on a 
bi-weekly schedule along the Saco, Ossipee, and Little Ossipee Rivers at 35 different locations during the 
months of May through September.  All of the information relating to the past seventeen years of the 
Commission’s monitoring program can be found on our website located at www.srcc-maine.org.  This 
information can be useful for Planning Boards, Code Enforcement Officers and developers in locating 
appropriate types of land uses close to the River. 
The Commission’s job is to work with the communities in the Corridor to help keep the rivers clean and 
healthy.  Copies of the water quality monitoring information is available or questions can be asked by 
calling Dennis, the Commission’s Executive Director.  As always, if the town or citizen has a place on the 
river they believe should be tested, we would love to hear about it.  The Commission office is located at 
81 Maple Street in Cornish, Maine (Telephone 207-625-8123) and can be found on the web at www.srcc-
maine.org. 
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January 2018 
To: Lin1erick Selectmen 
Regional School Unit 57 
86 Wesc Road. Wace!boro. ~aine 04087 
Tel. No. (207) 247-3221 
Fax. No. (207) 247-J-177 
SusanP'rmce 
DirKtor of Special EducadOI\ 
From: Larry Malone, Supt. of Schools 
Co!inM. W>lsh. CPA 
Director-of Finance and Operations 
KkolePoole 
Asst. Director o f SpecWEducatiOI\ 
I an1 pleased to report to your comn1unity the state of our schools. The inforn1ation provided will be 
for the current 2017-2018 school year and is inclusive of all schools and \.\rill include specific 
infom1ation pertaining to your comn1unity. 
Curriculum and Instruction: The primary purpose of any school district is educating all stodents 
to be ready for a future ofll•ing productively in a democratic societ;y. Students must be able to 
exa1nine and apply their learning in various lean1ing situations; n1any of those situations \viTJ be 
novel and \viii require them to apply critical thinking, reasoned decision-n1aking, and collaborative 
co1nmunication skills in order to be successful. 
We are comn1itted to providing more learning e!\'Periences that are authentic in nature, allo,..ting 
students to connect \Vi th their interests and to help them discover ne\v interests and talents that 
"Ai.II guide theni into ne\V opportunities. This commitment to educating requires us to think about 
the delivery ot those experiences and obligates us to guide learning through an alternative means ot 
asse-ssment. Areas that have been a recent focus of the distJict include; assessnient. literacy, and 
Maine's Guiding Principles. 
The Dishict will continue it's com1nitmentof in1proving comniunicating students' learning ~rogress 
in a nla.nner that is informatve and easily understood, as well as in a way that helps all 
stakeholders know \Vhat the nex-t steps in the lean1ing process should be. We are currently 
transitioning to a new mana.5ement system that \viU be fully available to all levels in the Fall of 
2018. We are hopeful that this change will address the needs expressed to us by our constituents. 
Finance and Budget: The Board begins their budget development for the FYl 9 school year in 
January. The budget is annually developed based on district goals, needs as expressed by state aud 
federal re.quirements, staff assessment of necessities to in1plement the desired outcomes. facility 
plans, and consideration to local conditions. It is important to convey that the State has ina·:fe some 
significant changes to the e1-isting funding formula. and t-he impact to the District is unkno\vn at this 
tin1e .. The Finance Con11nitte·e \.\•ill n1eet 'IA•eekly over the next fe\'\' months to prepare a budget for 
Board consideration. Historical budgets adopted by the Board and approved by the RSU #57 
co1nmunity has consistently proven reliable and on target. 
Alfred Limerick L)'lllall Kewfield Shapleigh Wateiboto 
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Facility and Maintenance: The Board and Finance Com111ittee continue to revie\v and update their 
annual and five year inaintenauce plans to ensure that the District's aging buildings are both 
propel!'ly and proactively maintained. Our staff n1akes sure v.•e utilize our maintenance budget.as 
efficiently as possible and keep unex-pected repair costs to a minimum. The District continues to 
ensw·e that-the buildings are v.•ell 1naintained through a structured approach to upgrade:s 011 
roofing. leach fields, air and water quality, heating and ventilation systems and windows. In 
addition, the Finance Com111ittee has developed a stJ·ategic plan to address improvement.s to the 
District's athletic facilities, roadways and parkiug lots. The vast majority of these projects are 
perfo=ed through the annual school budget and the capital reserve fund. It is through this very 
strategic approach that the District has been able to control repair and replacement costs and be as 
efficie11t as possible in using your local tax dollars. 
Enrollment: The total enrollment for RSU #57 was 3,037 students in grades Pre·kindergarten 
through 12 based on the October 1 count. A total of 433 students from Limerick represent 14.3% 
of the total district enrollment: 
Alfred Elementary School (K·5) 1 
LINE Elen1entary School (PK-5) 191 
Lyman Elementary School (K-5) 2 
Shapleigh Memorial School (PK-5) O 
Waterboro Elementary School (K-5) 8 
MassabesicMiddle School (6-8) 91 
Massabesic High School (9-1 2) 140 
The total General Fund Budget for the 2017-2018 school year for RSU #57 is $40,41.5.936. The 
Town of Limerick's local portion of this budget is $3,130,567, which equals 12.79% of the total 
local tax assessment and represents an increase in limerick·s local tax of $143,627 or 4.81% over 
the 2016-2017 assessment. The district per pupil expenditure continues to be one of the lov1.rest in 
the state. while the instructional pro grants and services continue to meet the needs of the students. 
Educating our children is a cooperative effort behveen school and community. We \Ve lcon1e your 
patticipation in this process. School Board meetings are held on the second and fourth Wednesday 
of the month at 7:00 p.m. and a schedule of meetings can be found on our websire or you can 
contact RSU #57's Central Office and we can p rovide this infonnation. Additionally, the District 
Budget Meeting will be held on Tuesday, May l.S, 2018 at the Massabesic Middle School at 7,00 p.m. 
in the cafeteria. We hope you can attend. 
In closing, I would like to thank the communities of RSU #57 for the support provided, enabling us 
to provide quality experiences aligned to our educational purpose. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Larry Malone 
RSU #57 Superintendent of Schools 
Allred Limerick Lyman Kewfield Shapleigh Waten>oro 
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PAUl R. LEPAGE 
Dear Citizens of Limerick: 
STATE OF MAINE 
OfJllCE. OJI THE GOV?.J.NOI. 
1 STATE HOUSE STATION 
AUGUSTA, MAJNE 
04lll-0001 
For the past seven years as your Governor, my priority bas been to make Maine----Our people--;irosper. 
Helping you keep more money in your wallet by reducing taxes bas been part of that mission. 
Too many Maine families are facing skyrocketing property taxes that strain household budgets. Our 
elderly on fixed incomes are particularly vulnerable to these increases. School budgets are often blamed 
for annual increases in property taxes. But there's another reason. A tremendous amount of land and 
property value has been taken off the tax rolls, leaving homeowners to pick up the tab. 
As of2016, towns and cities owned land and buildings valued at nearly $5.5 billion statewide. Large and 
wealthy non-profits, such as hospitals and colleges, often escape paying property taxes on !heir vast real 
estate holdings----totalimg more than $5. I billion statewide. 
In Maine, nearly 2.5 million acres ofland have been set aside for conservation by the federal and state 
governments and non-profit organizations, including land trusts. Municipalities are losing out on 
property taxes on an estimated $2 billion in land that bas been either removed from the tax rolls or 
prohibited from development-shifting the cost of nrunicipal services to local homeowners through 
higher property taxes. 
It's time to recognize Ille results of taking property off the tax rolls and identify solutions to reduce the 
burden on our homeowners. My administration's proposals have been met with staunch resistance. 
In 1993, about 35,800 acres of land were documented as land-uust owned. That number bas increased 
by an astonishing 1,270 percent Land trusts now control over 490,000 acres v.~th an estimated value of 
$403 million. We must restore the balance. We will be working this session to ensure all land owners are 
contributing to the local tax base. It's time for them to pay their fair share. 
I encourage you to ask your local officials how much land in your municipality has been taken off the 
tax rolls, as well as how much in tax revenue that land would have been contributing today to offset your 
property taxes. 
If ever I can be of assistance to you or if you have any questions or suggestions, I encourage you to 
contact my office by calling 287-3531 or by visiting our website at www.maine.gov/govemor. 
Sincerely, 
'?-.9'. IJl; t 
Paul R. LePage 
Governor 
PHONE: (207) J.87·3531 (Von) SSS-577-6690 (JTI') 
\\11'\\' .Dllint..gov 
FAX: (207)287-1034 
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Jonarhan L. Kinne~ 
11'> Oc-.1\·er B('ft) RoJ.Jll 
I w110~100, MF llJ!).ilJ 
kfitdctk.o: C:?07) (.J7+~J(•6 
nu:i;t~· (:_O- )to17-1CIOO 
J~•ua1li.m.t ... .11ow) U l¢p)l;1,1u~.maiu~.~;,)\ 
January 20 l 8 
HO USE OF R EPRESENTAT IVES 
~STATE llOUSE srAT ION 
AUGUSTA, MA INE 04333-000 2 
(207) 28i- 1400 
TIY: (207) 2!\7-4469 
Dear Friends and Neighbors; 
'111au.k you for the opportunity to again serve the people of Limerick in the House of 
llepresentatives as your voice in Augusta. It has been 1ny honor to represent District 22 as 
Maine citizens continue to face many challenges. As l complete my third tenn in the 
House of Representatives, l look forward to working with fellow legislators across the 
aisle and with the Governor to fiud solutions to the long term problems that we face, in 
hopes of ensuring an effective and efficient government that handles your taxpayer 
1noney with the responsibility it den1auds. 
Upon renirning to the Second Session of che 12&'' Maine Lcgislatw-e, I will continue to 
serve on the Joint Standing Conuniaee on Enviromnent and Natural Resources. This 
committee will be faced with many decisions that will affect residents of our district and 
across the State of Maine. I look forward to continuing Ll1e work of this commiuee. 
If you would like to receive my weekly e-newslettcr or if you have any questions or 
conce111s abolll your state government please send an emai l to 
.Jonarlta11. Kinnt?y@l,cgislature.Maine.gov 
Sincerely, 
J~k~~ 
JonathaL1 Kinney 
State Representative 
Dislricl 21 Bu.,ton (p'11'l), Limerick (port). Litnington and Standish (part I 
Printed on rrt;:ded p3pcr 
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SU SAN M. COUINS 
•!:J--Qll~K Ol"'CI •11U11lfll 
-11(.m..,IHltl'Atll 'il>I 
QIV~1'1J 
l)(llU,.__,,, ll 
Dear Friends: 
11:lni red .$to rrs .;orna re 
WASHS.U(j.r QN, 0C 20610-1904 
It is an honor to represent Maine in the United States Senate. I am grateful for the trust the people of our State 
have placed in me and welcome this opportunity to share some key accomplishments from this past year. 
Maine has the oldest average age in the nation. As Chairman of the Senate Aging Collllllittee, my top three 
priorities for the Collllllittee are fighting fraud and financial abuse directed at our nation's seniors, increasing 
investments in biomedical research, and in1proving retirement security. Following the Collllllittee's 
investigation into skyrocketing prescription drug costs, I authored bipartisart legislation to foster generic 
competition, which was signed into law. The Aging Collllllittee's toll-free hotline (1-855-303-9470) Dl3kes it 
easier for seniors to report suspected fraud and receive assistance. To support the 40 lllillion family caregivers 
in the United States, I am proud to have authored the RAISE Family Caregivers Act to create a coordinated 
strategy to support fumily members who Dl3ke cotllltless personal and financial sacrifices to care for their loved 
ones. 
The opioid crisis touches families and communities across our state. As a member of the Appropriations 
Collllllittee, I fought for significant increases in funding to support colll!llunity, law-enforcement, and public 
health efforts. In April, the State of Maine was awarded over $2 million to fight this devastating public health 
crisis. Additionally, I have authored legislation to support grandparents and other extended family members 
who are raising grandchildren as a result of the nation's opioid epidemic. 
Biomedical research has the potential to in1prove and save lives, and also supports good jobs at research 
facilities here in Maine. Last year, the Appropriations Collllllittee approv-ed a $2 billion increase for the 
National Institutes of Health for the third consecutive year. This includes an increase of nearly 30 percent for 
research on Alzheimer's, our nation's most costly disease. As fot111der and co-chair of the Senate Diabetes 
CaualS, I work to raise awareness of the threats posed by diabetes, invest in research, and improve access to 
treatment options. My bill to establish a national conmtission of health care experts on diabetes care and 
pre\'Clllion was signed into law in 2017. 
We owe our veterans so much Last year, I worked to secure the authorization of a Comnnmity-Based 
Outpatient Clinic in Portland to support the health care of Maine's veterans in the southern part of our state. I 
also worked to secure funding extensions to help veter= throughout rural Maine receive health care within 
their conununities. I also worked to secure funding for housing vouchers for veteran~ to reduce veterans' 
homelessness. 
Maine's contributions to our national security stretch from Kittery to Limestone. I successfully advocated for 
critical funding for projects at the PortSlllOuth Naval Shipyard for construction of an additional ship that will 
likely be built at Bath Iron Works. This funding will strengthen our national security and preserve great jobs in 
our state. 
As chairman of the Transportation and Housing Appropriations Subconmlittee, I worked to increase funding for 
the TIGER program that has provicle.d Maine with more than $122 lllillion for vital transportation projects. For 
housing, I worked to provide $160 lllillion to help COlll!lllmities protect children frOlll the harmful effects of lead 
poisoning. 
Growing our econ0111y remains a top priority. I supported the comprehensi'-e tax reform bill because it will 
help lower- and middle-income families keep more of their hard-earned money; boost the econon1y; and 
encourage businesses, both small and large, to grow and create jobs here in Maine and arot111d the cotllltry. This 
legislation contains key provisions I authored that are in1portant to Mainers, including preserving the deduction 
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          County of York Commissioners Office 
Thanks to sound management, the County continues to provide excellent services to our towns, cities 
and citizens. We have been able to keep tax increases to cities and towns below two percent despite 
increases in the rate of inflation and health costs. 
The Board of Commissioners continues to support the Contract Deputy program. The Sheriff’s 
Department patrols nine of the twenty-nine towns in the County. Our rural patrol provides the level of 
protection required by State Statute. If your town decides that a higher level of protection is wanted, the 
citizens may vote to contract a deputy from the Sheriff’s Department. The Maine State Law requires that 
the county recoup the full cost of the program from the municipalities. 
The County Animal Response Team is entering its third successful year with a strong volunteer base of 
thirty people. The York County team is the largest and most active team in the State. 
The County is committed to recognizing community service and held the second Spirit of America 
awards ceremony in November. Nine citizens and one group were recognized for their commitment to 
their communities and volunteerism. If in your town you have someone to nominate please contact 
Bruce Flaherty at bwflah@gmail.com 
The food pantry in conjunction with The York County Shelter is open. This will provide vital services to 
those who suffer from food insecurity. York County is proud to be a partner in this endeavor.  
The Layman Way Recovery Center is on track. The Recovery Center is aimed at treating the many 
addictions that folks suffer from.  Planning is going well and with the help of the budget committee we 
are anticipating an opening on April 1. 
In conjunction with the Sexual Assault Response Services of Southern Maine (SARSSM) York County 
opened the Child Advocacy Center of York County. This is a vitally important service to children who 
have suffered sexual abuse and trauma. This group is housed in the courthouse basement. 
Respectfully Summitted ,  Sallie Chandler 
Sallie Chandler 
York County Commissioner 
District 1 
salliebc@metrocast.net 
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TOWN OF LIMERICK 
2018 OFFICE HOURS SCHEDULE 
 
SELECTMEN’S OFFICE HOURS 
 
Monday through Friday 
9:00 AM to 4:30 PM 
Telephone: 207-793-2166 x6 - Fax #: 207-793-8510 
General Assistance – Tuesday & Thursday 10:00 AM to 12:00 AM 
 
TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR’S OFFICE HOURS 
 
Monday through Friday 
9 AM to 12 Noon & 1 PM to 4:45 PM 
Last Saturday of each month 
EXCEPT for November & December 
9 AM to 12 Noon 
Telephone:  207-793-2166 x3 - FAX #: 207-793-8647 
 
TREASURER’S OFFICE HOURS 
 
Monday & Wednesday 
9 a.m.  - 12 Noon; 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. 
Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 
10 a.m. -12 noon & 1:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m. 
 
Telephone:  207-793-2166 #4 - FAX #: 207-793-8647 
 
LIBRARY HOURS 
 
Monday  1 PM to 5 PM  Thursday  Closed 
Tuesday  9 AM to 6 PM  Friday  1PM to 5 PM 
Wednesday  9 AM to 12 Noon                            3 PM to 8 PM 
Saturday  9 AM to 1 PM 
Telephone: 207-793-8975 
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CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER   
 
Monday through Friday 
9:00 AM to 12 Noon – 1:00 PM to 4:00 PM 
Telephone:  207-793-2166 #5 
 
CODE ENFORCEMENT / ASSESSING SECRETARY 
 
Monday through Friday 
9:00 AM to 12 Noon 
Telephone: 207-793-2166 x7 
 
SOLID WASTE & TRANSFER STATION 
 
SUMMER HOURS:    WINTER HOURS: 
Wednesday 11 AM to 5 PM  Wednesday  11 AM to 4 PM 
Saturday 9 AM to 5 PM   Saturday  9 AM to 4 PM 
 Sunday 11 AM to 5 PM   Sunday  11 AM to 4 PM 
(Hours change with Daylight Savings schedule) 
Telephone:  207-432-0064 
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NOTES 
